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PERFECT HOOKS   Our ancestors knew that a properly selected and sharp hook with optimally profiled and curved bend 
is the basic and most important part of a fishing kit. The use of Kamatsu series hooks gives us the ability to select the perfect hook for the size 
and type of the fish, the type and size of the lure as well as the type of line. These parameters allow adaptation to the conditions of any fishery. 
The 21st century technology allows for the computer design and production process, giving the hooks even greater precision, hardness and 
sharpness. You will find hooks for any fish, single and double hooks, trebles as well as jig and anti-snag hooks in the numerous and constantly 
growing Kamatsu family. All of this is available in a variety of sizes and colours with different properties. The Kamatsu trademark guarantees each 
hook passed the quality control test and will not fail at the fishery.

Sode – hooks with a long shank and micro barb. This 
model is particularly recommended for using the 
shortened kit method. The smallest hooks are perfect 
for bloodworms, larger ones for maggots and earth-
worms as well as all kinds of bait combos.

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

HOOKS
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Toyko – hooks made of thin wire, recommended for match fishing as well as quiver tip.

Tomaru – strong, versatile hooks for catching fish with natural baits, vegetable baits and combo baits, e.g. corn, earthworm, pearl barley 
in addition with  maggot.

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Kaizu – catchy hooks made of thick wire. Suitable for particles as well as earthworms and nightcrawlers.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Chika – very popular hooks with semi-circular gape and micro barb. Ideal for fishing with bloodworms, maggots and bait combos. Widely 
used in sport fishing.

Miyako – very popular bended hooks with micro barb. Ideal for fishing with bloodworms, maggots and bait combos. Widely used in sport 
fishing.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Chinu – forged, strong hooks with a round gape, long shank and curved barb. Recommended mainly for fishing with seeds like: corn, pearl 
barley, peas, but also for dough, cheese and boilies (ringed version).

Kochinu – durable, versatile hooks for  coarse fishing with natural and vegetable baits. Good for rivers and stagnant waters.

Strap – specialized hooks to fish using the side strap method, suitably profiled hook’s eyelet ensures proper alignment at hooking and the 
penetrating sharp tip plunges the hook even in hard tissue.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Koiso – a series of forged hooks made of thick wire. The hook’s design ensures excellent hooking as well as a good “grip” during a reeling 
in the biggest fish. Koiso with an eyelet should satisfy even the most demanding carp fishermen.

Iseama – very strong hooks with a wide gape. Can be used for fishing with natural baits but also with corn, dough, pearl barley and potatoes. 
The ringed version is excellent for the hair rig method.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Hanako – a series of hooks with micro barb. The model is recommended for all float fishing methods. The smallest hooks are perfect for 
maggots, the larger ones for maggots and earthworms as well as for all kinds of bait combos and seeds.

Aji – this model is especially recommended for match and bolognese method enthusiasts as well as the quiver tip method.

Round – popular round hooks with an extended shank. Ideal for fishing with  maggots and earthworms. They are used for the lure setting 
in the side strap method. It is very easily removed from the fish mouth due to the use of a long shank.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

5 pcs

Aji Douski – super sharp and forged hooks with a reinforced shank. Model recommended for enthusiasts of float and ground fishing 
methods of silver fish.

Keiryu – a popular series of hooks, addressed to fishermen who fish with worms and seeds alike.

Okiami – a model with two barbs on the shank. Thanks to this, it firmly holds the bait and prevents them from slipping. Especially recom-
mended for fishing with eatrhworms and nightcrowlers.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Maruseigo – ideal hooks for match fishing with maggots and earthworms, nightcrawlers, corn, wheat, pearl barley and dough. They can 
also be used for rigging the lures by spinning enthusiasts using the side strap method.

Yarazu – durable and versatile hooks for fishing with both worm and vegetable baits. Especially recommended for fishing of breams and 
large roaches.

Hayabe – special hooks for lures setting in the side strap 
method. The use of long shank enables easy removal of 
the hook from the fish mouth.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Okayu – a series of hooks with micro barb. The model is recommended for methods starting from float through the pole fishing up to the 
match and classic float. The smallest hooks are perfect for bloodworms, the larger ones for maggots and earthworms and for all kinds of 
bait combos.

Limeric –  this hook model has been known for decades. Suitable for fishing with animal baits and particles.

Funa – hooks with micro barb made from thin wire. Especially suitable for catching small and medium fish with bloodworms and maggots.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Crystal – popular “crystals”. 
Hooks designed for ground 
and float fishing.

Umitanago – versatile hooks suitable for fishing with animal baits and particles

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Shad Tail – hooks specifically dedicated for enthusiasts of drop shot and side strap methods. The regular blade profile firmly holds the lure 
and hooked fish. An excellent selection for fishing amateurs and professionals.

Extra Strong – Small, but very strong hooks designed for finesse fishing of large catches. Ideal for plant baits, pellets and dumbells.

Wide Gap – Hooks designed for method feeder fishing, extremely grippy and practical. Excellent for boilies, pop-ups and pellets.

8 pcs

Worm – This type of hook is perfectly suited to fish with drop shot and neko rig. Excellent choice for every experienced lure angler.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Specialist – This specialist, barbless hook will ideally suit while fishing with the use of method feeder. Its eye is bent backwards, which 
enables to tie strong and invisible leaders from monofilament or with fluorocarbon.

Kantousure – these strong, forged hooks are perfect for fishing with a quiver tip rod. They firmly hold the fish during the reeling-in.  

10 pcs

Sensei – Popular and good holding hook has been for many years great choice for bottom fishing. The eye is bent toward the barb, creating 
a very aggressive and extremely penetrating angle.

10 pcs

Shinkandong – This hook have got uncommon solution of keeping the fish hooked. In-
stead of typical barb we’ve used triple forged point, which effects with increased strength 
of the hook and its penetration capability, same time keeping the fish firmly hooked.

HOOKS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Akitasode – designed for maximum hook-setting performance these hooks are the perfect choice for match fishing.

Idumezina – thanks to the wide gape these hooks can securely hold the fish, while their shape ensures an effective strike and lets you set 
the hook easily.

Micro Jig – An excellent hook for rigging small and very small lures with jigheads. It can also be used to rig micro spoons.

10 pcs

10 pcs

HOOKS
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6/8 pcs

5/7 pcs

Round Forged – designed specially for the use together with a cheburashka jig rig these hooks have a bigger 
eye which is positioned perpendicularly to the hooks bend and therefore ensures the natural action of the bait.   

 5/0, 4/0, 3/0, 2/0, 1/0 – 6 pcs    1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 – 8 pcs 

 5/0, 4/0, 3/0, 2/0, 1/0 – 5 pcs    1, 2, 4, 6, 8 – 7 pcs 

Recommended 
by Dariusz Zgnilec
TEAM KONGER

Recommended 
by Sean “Mister Finesse“ Perez, 
pro angler and fishing journalist

Offset Forged – Thin, strong and extremely sharp hook 
made from carbon steel. Thanks to the wider eye, positioned 
perpendicularly to the hook’s axis, the bait looks very natural.

HOOKS
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5 pcs

3 pcs

5 pcs

Offset Heavy – forged and very durable hooks for 
setting larger soft lures. They will perfectly per-
form in spots of extreme vegetation which are ea-
gerly occupied by predators waiting for their prey.

Recommended 
by Sean “Mister Finesse“ Perez, 
pro angler and fishing journalist

Offset Regular – high quality offset hooks dedicated for rigging majority of the lures. The free-fall of the 
lure is extended due to its lightness which does not affect lure's action.

Offset Light – Extremely sharp offset hook with 
oversized eye, perfect to use with ‘cheburashka’ 
heads. Best choice to rig slim soft lures for perch 
or zander.

HOOKS
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3 pcs

3 pcs

3/0
1,0 g

4/0
1,5 g

5/0
2,2 g

2/0
0,8 g

3/0
1,0 g

4/0
1,2 g

5/0
1,5 g

2/0
0,9 g

1/0
0,5 g

Offset Weighted – Strong, forged hooks which are giving the angler wide possibilities of lure animation. Depending where the weight is located, 
you can give your lure different action: nose-diving, horizontal, or back weighted, which will imitate wounded minnow.

3 pcs

3/0
1,3 g

4/0
1,5 g

5/0
2,0 g

2/0
1,2 g

1/0
0,9 g

HOOKS

Recommended by Dariusz Zgnilec
TEAM KONGER
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3 pcs

5 pcs

Offset Spring Lock – Wide gap hook with a spring baitholder. It performs great for catching predator fish with all kinds of swimbaits. Extremely 
sharp and reliable. The wide range of sizes will easily let you to match the hook with a bait of any size. 

HOOKS
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6 4 2

030

TROUT SPOON  K-3355178

Worm Hook – special hooks for setting soft lures. The 
proper profile enables the entire hook to be covered 
with lure. Only the hook tip is sticking out and when 
the fish attacks the hook comes out of the lure and sets 
into the fish mouth. An excellent method to get to the 
predators living near stumps, fallen trees and among 
lush vegetation.

8 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

5 pcs

Trout spoon – Hook with oversized eye, dedicated to rig trout spoons. Extremely 
sharp, with great hooking efficiency.

Jig Game Light  – An excellent choice for rigging all silicone insect and larvae imita-
tions. Works great with tungsten beads to create excellent micro-heads.

Worm Jig UL – Like the Jig Game Light hook, it has been designed for rigging larvae 
imitations. The range of sizes makes it easy to match the size of the hook to the lure 
being used.

HOOKS

We recommend using with Tungsten Slotted 
Beads - page 321

We recommend using with Tungsten Slotted 
Beads - page 321
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6 pcs

2 pcs

HOOKS
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Beak – a series of durable hooks addressed to those fishing for crucian 
carp, tench and carp on corn, pearl barley, protein balls and worms as 
well as fishing for pikes, zanders and catfish on dead fish or livebait.

 8/0, 9/0, 10/0, 11/0, 12/0 – 2 pcs 
 6/0, 7/0 – 3 pcs 
 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 – 5 pcs 
 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 – 10 pcs 

10/5/3/2 pcs

10/5 pcs

 7/0, 6/0, 5/0, 4/0, 3/0, 2/0 – 5 pcs

 1/0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 – 10 pcs 

Senyo – durable and forged hooks with a curved bend. Especially recommended for vegetable baits: wheat, pearl barley, potatoes, corn, 
peas and cheese. Also used for fishing with dead and live fish.

HOOKS
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5 pcs

5/3/2 pcs

Catfish – hooks made 
of highly durable steel. 
The thick wire holds 
very well in fish mouth 
and reduces the risk of 
cutting the fish even 
during strenuous reel-
ing. Hooks dedicated 
to fishermen hunting 
for big game.

5 pcs

Bai tho lder –  t hese 
hooks per fectly hold 
the lure due to the ad-
ditional barbs on the 
shank. Especially rec-
ommended for fishing 
with bunches of earth-
worms, nightcrawlers 
and dead fish.

 4/0 – 5 pcs      
 6/0 – 3 pcs      
 8/0, 10/0 – 2 pcs 

HOOKS

Recommended 
by Michał Wiśniewski

TEAM KONGER
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HOOKS

2 pcs

2 pcs

2 pcs

Two series of forged durable hooks. Ideal for rigging cat-
fish kits, ocean livebait fishing as well as for fishermen 
who want to deal with halibut and sturgeon.

Big fish forged – Type of hook developed to catch 
big and power ful fish. Shape of the point gives 
increased hooking efficiency.
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 The group of carefully selected carp hooks coming from diligent and long tests in water. They are reliable even in the most difficult 
fisheries requiring a strenuous reel in. The thick, and thus safe for fish wire, is also a guarantee of our hooks durability. The eyelet diam-
eters are large enough to easily tie knotless knot, d-rig, or stiff rig leaders.

CARP HOOKS

DX Aji – enhanced Aji hooks designed for those fishing for large carps, grass carps and breams. The hooks are made of a thick wire which 
is resistant to high overload. Moreover, hooks of this type (thick, round wire) do not cut the fish mouth during a strenuous reel in.

Kayo-Heavy Carp – a series of very durable and forged hooks for fishing big carps and grass carps using the hair rig method. The hooks 
are highly resistant to high overload occurring during the long reel in of big fish.

Sensei – barbless hooks dedicated for professional cyprinus hunters. An essential 
piece of equipment for many special domestic and foreign fisheries.

5 pcs

5 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

Mebaru – the long and straight shank will enable easy tying of a leader 
with a d-rig. Good choice for balanced boilies.

HOOKS
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HOOKS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10/7 pcs

10 pcs

5 pcs

  1 – 7 pcs      2, 4, 6 – 10 pcs

Koi-Bari – forged durable hooks shaped to hold the reeled fish perfectly.

Yamato – hooks with a straight blade and typical shank length. Appreciated by 
both begginers and experts of carp fishing.

Kiji – a very successful model. Great for tying  d-rig.

Matsui – a very wide and curved bend with extremely catchy blade. Recommend-
ed for double boilies and pop-ups.

Wide Gap forged – Strong and sharp hook well suited 
to use with hair rig. Field tested, catchy - good choice 
both for rookies and pros.
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5 pcs 5 pcs

5 pcs 5 pcs

 The perfect Kamatsu hooks’ offer has been extended with a real treat - carp hooks covered with teflon coating. Applying this kind of 
coating to hook's surface results in smoother hook setting during a bite, and consequently the number of landed fish, comparing to use 
of regular hooks, significantly rises. The fact that teflon coating does not reflect light also plays important role while fishing cautious 
species. All in all, we recommend these hooks as an excellent choice for demanding carp fishermen.     

TEFlOn CARP HOOKS 

HOOKS
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HOOKS

 The popularity of fly fishing which increases from year to year prompted us to present a range of hooks for fishing with wet and dry 
flies, streamers and nymphs. We are convinced that the high quality of these forged and chemically sharpened hooks will be accepted 
by a large group of enthusiasts among lowland fly fishermen as well.

FlY HOOKS

Dry Fly – Hooks perfect for tying both dry and wet flies. Chubs, 
ides, great trout and graylings - none of these species will win 
with these extremely durable and sharp hooks.

Light Nymph – Slightly longer than standard hooks for fishing 
with a dry fly, they are perfect for hooks to tie various types of 
nymphs and bigger wet flies. We recommend them especially for 
fishing in so-called difficult fisheries and wherever you can hook 
a really big fish.

Streamer – Extended and triple reinforced hooks will prove 
themselves not only during trout fishing. Due to the low price and 
unprecedented durability, the largest of hooks may become the 
bestseller of this season. Trout fishermen will certainly appreci-
ate the penetrating tips and grasping barbs which were carefully 
crafted by Japanese specialists.

Scud – The imitation of grammarus is one of the most effec-
tive artificial flies. Unfortunately, the hook is exposed to frequent 
contact with the bottom of the river especially during so-called 
short nymph fishing and as you well know a blunt hook is a bad 
hook. Why risk the loss of the catch of your life if you have Scud 
hooks at your disposal - they are highly resistant to abrasion and 
retain a significant portion of their original sharpness even after 
several fishing trips.

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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TREBlES

6 pcs

6 pcs

Strong Round Treble – The classic Round hook profile given with reinforced, carbon forged wire is an item on the tackle menu that no demand-
ing predator hunter should pass by indifferently. Other important aspects worth mentioning are forged bends, chemically sharpened, reinforced 
points and small barbs which securely hold the hooked fish. Depending on the size selected, they are perfect for rigging wobblers, spinners or 
soft bait rigs.

Grand Prix Carnivore Treble – Kamatsu treble hooks have a wide fan base, and this is by no means unfounded. Committed to the highest qual-
ity, our new model, the Carnivore, is a true jewel in the crown of uncompromising spinning anglers. Chemical sharpening for outstanding grip, 
reinforced forged carbon steel wire, and a Teflon coating to ensure rust resistance and a sure hook-up with every bite. The Teflon coating also has 
the added advantage of being able to suppress light flashes, which is very important in shallow, translucent and clear waters. The wide range of 
available sizes will allow to arm various lures, from trout wobblers to zander or pike soft baits systems.

 Series of extremely durable and sharp treble hooks dedicated to uncompromising hunters of predators. The wide range of sizes and 
shapes will easily allow you to select the model suitable for setting a pike wobbler, a chub floating wobbler, a zander soft lure or hooks 
for enthusiasts of livebaits. We also added the sea models which are helpful in setting commonly used pilkers to make a complete and 
accurate offer.

TREBlES
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5 pcs
Recommended by 
Cezary Sękowski 
TEAM KONGER

5/7 pcs

5/7 pcs

5/7 pcs

  1/0, 1, 2, 4 – 5 pcs      6, 8, 10 – 7 pcs

  1/0, 1, 2, 4 – 5 pcs      6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 – 7 pcs

  1, 2, 4 – 5 pcs      6, 8, 10 – 7 pcs

TREBlES
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TREBlES

20 pcs

10 pcs

7 pcs

4/6/7/9 pcs

 1, 2 – 6 pcs    4, 6 – 7 pcs   8, 10, 12 – 9 pcs  
 3/0, 2/0, 1/0 – 4 pcs

Treble round forged – Faultless, 
sharp round trebles. Depending 
to the size, you’ll find here those 
dedicated for perch lures, as well 
as those dedicated for big pike 
swimbaits.

Recommended by Filip Świtecki 
TEAM KONGER
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 3/0 – 4 pcs.   2/0 – 5 pcs.  1/0 – 6 pcs.  
 1, 2 – 7 pcs.   4, 6 – 8 pcs.   8 – 9 pcs.

4/5/6/7/8/9 pcs

Double forged XL – 
This type of double hook is 
a good choice to rig your 
frogs. Strong, sharp, with 
extended shank.

 3/0, 2/0, 1/0 – 10 pcs.     1, 2, 4, 6 – 20 pcs.

10/20 pcs

Double Ryder – 
a twin tip trebles for 
setting fillets or dead 
fish.

TREBlES

  5/0, 4/0, 3/0, 2/0, 1/0 – 10 pcs      1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 – 20 pcs

10/20 pcs

Double Looe – twin trebles perfect for setting spin lures, ideal for retrofitting soft lures and dead fish fillets.
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ASSIST HOOK

2 pcs

2 pcs

Recommended 
by Bogdan Gosztyła 

TEAM KONGER

HOOKS
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HOOKS

2 pcs

2 pcs

Kevlar line ASSIST HOOK
 150 Lbs/10 m   Art. no: 286 005 150
 250 Lbs/10 m   Art. no: 286 005 250
 350 Lbs/10 m   Art. no: 286 005 350
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 Special leaders designed particularly for carp fishing with the hair rig method. It was tested in many carp fisheries across Europe 
and performed well in all conditions. Kamatsu Pro Carp leaders are an excellent choice for all fishermen hunting great carps due to the 
highest quality used components. The leader’s line and knot guarantee that the lure looks natural and is not suspicious to the most cau-
tious fish. Only selected Kamatsu hooks and swivels were used for assembly of the leaders in order to avoid unpleasant surprises while 
fishing. The hooks are tied using the most effective method – the so-called “knotless knot”. The swivels are tied with a special knot 
which distributes the load on the entire knot rather than the point of contact with the swivel. The leaders are built on the sinking lines 
coloured the way effecting camouflage for the most types of fishery’s bottoms is guaranteed. Ideal for prefect fishermen who delight 
in cultivated hobby.

PRO CARP lEADERS

PRO CARP lEADERS
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PRO CARP lEADERS
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PRO CARP lEADERS
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PRO CARP lEADERS
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CARP lEADERS
 We  present a leader’s kit with hooks designed for enthusiasts of the hair rig method. They can be used by both professionals and 
amateurs with success. The individual elements were composed based on the suggestions of professional carp fishermen. They have 
determined the standard shape of hooks, the length, strength and colour of the used braids as well as the size and type of swivels.
Each package has stoppers attached.

CARP lEADERS
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CARP lEADERS
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 BRAIDED lInE lEADERS. Besides traditional monofilament, braided line is a leader material which has a large group of 
enthusiasts. Now our series of leaders for Method Feeder has been extended by models made of special braided lines in small sizes. It is worth 
reaching for this version of leaders because of their softness and high durability characteristic for braided line.  These obvious advantages of 
the line can now be used with our new leaders, which, depending on the version, are finished with a ring, fast-stop or a spiked needle made of 
stainless wire. The leaders are made on the basis of selected Kamatsu hooks, which allows their optimal selection depending on the lure and 
species of the fish caught.

METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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 MOnOFIlAMEnT lEADERS. Leaders designed on the basis of experience of our testing team in many European fisher-
ies. The high quality materials used to create these leaders make them top of the range for Method Feeder fishing. The range of types, sizes and 
strengths available makes it easy to choose the leader best suited to the size and species of fish you are targeting. You will find both leaders with 
a ring, a fast stop or a stainless steel wire spike. These variants will allow quick and easy application of baits, no matter what you are fishing for. 
Whether it's pellets, wafters, pop-ups or classic earthworm, Kamatsu Method Feeder leaders will handle any of these lures perfectly.

METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs10 pcs

METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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METHOD FEEDER lEADERS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

METHOD FEEDER lEADERS
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960001
Eco-friendly, lead-free method feeder basket with silicone mould for easy removal of the filled set. 
Simply squeeze the bottom of the mould to release the basket.

Method Feeder eCo Set

25 g
35 g

Method Feeder ECO SET
size L 
 25 g   Art. no 960 001 001    
2 pcs

Method Feeder ECO SET 
size L
 35 g   Art. no 960 001 002    
2 pcs

Method Feeder Light ECO SET
size L 
 25 g + 35 g + mould  
Art. no 960 001 004

METHOD FEEDER

Horizon Feeder basket
33 H45 mm
Classic feeder cage designed for long distance fishing. It flies 
steadily and accurately thanks to the integrated tail darts. The 
colour of the plastic has been chosen to blend in well with diffe-
rent types of bottom. The range of weights available will allow 
you to choose something to suit every need.

4 20 g   Art. no 783 000 001    1 PCS
4 30 g   Art. no 783 000 002    1 PCS
4 40 g   Art. no 783 000 003    1 PCS
4 50 g   Art. no 783 000 004    1 PCS

Connector Method Feeder
size M
5 PCS
Art. no 960 400 040
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960001

960001

Method Feeder Set QUICK CAtCh

Quick Catch method feeder set
size L
 20 g + 30 g + mould
Art. no 960 001 005

Quick Swap method feeder set
size L
  20 g + 30 g + mould
Art. no 960 001 008 

Quick Catch method feeder
size L
 30 g  Art. nr 960 001 007    
2 pcs

Quick Catch method feeder
size L
 20 g  Art. nr 960 001 006    
2 pcs

Quick Swap method feeder
size L
 20 g  Art. no 960 001 009    
2 pcs

Quick Swap method feeder
size L
 30 g  Art. no 960 001 010    
2 pcs

Quick Swap method feeder
size L
 40 g  Art. no 960 001 011    
2 pcs

Method Feeder Set QUICK SWAP

METHOD FEEDER

The Quick Swap feeders have a quick-change system, which is also useful when transporting assembled rigs - the feeders won't 
damage the rod.

The Quick Catch series has a leader 
clip in the middle of the basket, 
which allows for perfect presentation 
of rigs with floating baits right above 
the groundbait. Ideal solution for 
fishing in high-pressure fisheries.
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CARP RIGS WITH lEADCORE
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50 cm lEADERS
 Our special offer - hooks with tied leaders is for novice fishermen as well as for those who 
do not want to waste time on laborious tying of leaders. The line length of the “ready-made” kits 
is 50 cm. Such tied leaders are suitable for fishing in rivers (long leader) as well as in standing 
waters or reservoirs (short leader). The second option only requires cutting off the exces-
sive fragment of the line. The leaders are tied to a 0.10 to 0.30 mm monofilament line and are 
wrapped in packages with the images of the fish or baits for which they were intended. There 
are plenty of choices and the hooks are very affordable.

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

lEADERS
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lEADERS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

lEADERS
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lEADERS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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 We introduce a new series of leaders tied to a fluorocarbon coated monofilament line to complement the offer of the ready-made 
50 cm  leaders. The line is characterized by increased resistance to abrasion and reduced visibility in the water which enables fishing 
of cautiously feeding large fish. The careful workmanship and wide range of hooks enables the easy choice of an interesting model 
tailored to the specific fishing method for particular fish.

Fluorocarbon Coated 50 cm lEADERS

10 pcs10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

lEADERS
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lEADERS

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs

10 pcs
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teChroN FULL drAG X8

teChroN MICro BrAId X4

olive green invisible

olive green lime green invisible

lime green

 A braided line developed especially for predator fish-
ing with artificial lures. It is characterized by increased 
line strength, knot strength, and unprecedented smooth-
ness. Extremely long casts are the result of tightly woven, 
super-thin fibres of Japanese polyethylene. Additional 
benefits of this technology are increased abrasion resis-
tance and significantly longer casts, compared to other 
8 strand braids.

 The Techron Micro Braid braided line was developed especially for fishing with SUL/XUL/
UL sets, and is perfectly suited for this task. The extremely thin polyethylene fibres have been 
carefully braided to give a smooth surface that glides easily over the guides, resulting in signifi-
cantly longer casts. Despite the impression of finesse, it is a surprisingly strong line, allowing 
for an effective and fast reeling in of the fish. An additional, important feature of this line is the 
extraordinary precision of lure control, as its drag to water is minimal.

206 152 003 0,03 2,63 0.1206 151 003206 150 003
206 152 004 0,04 3,36 0.2206 151 004206 150 004
206 152 006 0,06 4,12 0.3206 151 006206 150 006
206 152 008 0,08 4,84 0.4206 151 008206 150 008
206 152 010 0,10 5,91 0.6206 151 010206 150 010

Diameter
(mm)

Strength
(kg) PE #

Art. no Art. no Art. no
150 m 150 m 150 m

Art. no Art. no
150 m 150 m Diameter

(mm)
Strength

(kg) PE #

205 152 025 0,25 16,57 2.5205 150 025

205 152 004 0,04 3,48 0.2205 150 004
205 152 006 0,06 4,07 0.3205 150 006
205 152 008 0,08 4,54 0.4205 150 008
205 152 010 0,10 5,33 0.6205 150 010
205 152 012 0,12 7,32 0.8205 150 012
205 152 014 0,14 9,46 1.0205 150 014
205 152 016 0,16 11,91 1.2205 150 016
205 152 018 0,18 13,93 1.5205 150 018
205 152 020 0,20 15,26 2.0205 150 020

Art. no
150 m

205 151 025

205 151 004
205 151 006
205 151 008
205 151 010
205 151 012
205 151 014
205 151 016
205 151 018
205 151 020

BRAIDS

Recommended 
by Daniel Kowalski

 TEAM KONGER

Recommended by Filip Świtecki 
TEAM KONGER
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teChroN OlIVE GREEn

teChroN BlACK

teChroN YEllOW FlUO

BRAIDS

Colour: black

Art. noArt. no
100 m135 m Diameter 

(mm)
Strength

(kg)

 A selection of braids designed for catching all types of predators by spinning or livebait as well as for the classic bottom fishing of huge coarse fish. Techron 
Olive Green, Techron Black and Techron Fluo braids are characterized by exceptional resistance to abrasion. The braids tendency of freezing at low temperatures 
and getting dirty is reduced due to a very dense weave. Techron braids are made of Dyneema fibres and thus even the smaller diameter ones are highly resistant 
to breaking. Techron Fluo is used in sea fishing and big game fishing. Techron Olive Green and Techron Black are an excellent choice for carp fishermen since 
they stay perfectly at the bottom. 

Art. noArt. no
100 m135 m Diameter 

(mm)
Strength

(kg)

Colour: olive green

Recommended 
by Cezary Sękowski 
TEAM KONGER

Art. no
150 m Diameter

(mm)
Strength

(kg)

Colour: yellow fluo

255 135 008 255 100 008 0,08 6,10
255 135 014 255 100 014 0,14 11,00
        — 255 100 016 0,16 14,00
        — 255 100 018 0,18 17,00
        — 255 100 020 0,20 20,00
        — 255 100 022 0,22 25,00
        — 255 100 025 0,25 31,00
255 135 028 255 100 028 0,28 35,00
255 135 030 255 100 030 0,30 39,00

258 150 018 0,18 17,00
258 150 020 0,20 20,00
258 150 022 0,22 25,00
258 150 025 0,25 31,00

         — 259 100 008 0,08 6,10
         — 259 100 012 0,12 9,00
259 135 022 259 100 022 0,22 25,00
259 135 025 259 100 025 0,25 31,00
        — 259 100 028 0,28 35,00
        — 259 100 030 0,30 39,00
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teChroN FlUOROCARBOn 100%

teChroN SOFT nYlOn

296 010 010 0,104 0,90/1,99 0.4
296 010 012 0,128 1,75/3,86 0.6
296 010 014 0,153 1,89/4,17 0.8
296 010 016 0,172 2,17/4,78 1.0
296 010 018 0,194 2,82/6,22 1.2
296 010 020 0,209 3,18/7,01 1.5
296 010 022 0,225 3,51/7,74 1.8
296 010 025 0,261 4,72/10,41 2.5

 Clear - 100%  transparent monofilament line with a refractive index nearly identical to the water. Incredibly resistant to abrasion, fully resistant to UV rays and 
very soft. On the contrary to other monofilament lines, Fluorocarbon 100%  does not absorb water which means it does not age and is resistant to salt water. 
The Fluorocarbon 100% is a luxury fishing line, resistant to chemical agents and applicable for all fishing methods. Carp, fly, spinning, float and ground fishing 
enthusiast - anyone who at least once spools their reel with Fluorocarbon 100%  will certainly appreciate its unique properties. It is especially recommended for 
fishing in crystal clear waters. Available in diameters from 0,104 to 1,02 mm, packed on 10 and 20 meter spools.

Recommended by 
Sean “Mister Finesse“ Perez, 
pro angler and fishing 
journalist

Art. no
10 m Diameter

(mm)
Strength

(kg)

296 020 050 0,50 15,18

Colour: transparent

296 020 041 0,41 10,43

296 020 064 0,60 21,63
296 020 077 0,73 28,67
296 020 088 0,92 40,51
296 020 102 1,02 50,51

Colour: transparent
20 m Diameter

(mm)
Strength
(kg/Lbs)Art. no

296 010 038 0,377 8,75/19,30 5.0

296 010 030 0,294 6,10/13,44 3.0
296 010 034 0,339 7,81/17,20 4.0

Size
G

MOnOFIlAMEnTS

Art. no
150 m 30 m

Art. no

Diameter 
(mm)

Strength
(kg)

Colour: light grey

 A superb fishing line from Japan, made of 100% Nylon. Extremely break resistant knots, soft and limited stretch fishing line it is applicable for all fishing 
methods. It is practically invisible to fish and does not absorb water due to the implementation of 100% Nylon (purity tested in a laboratory). In addition, during 
the production process the fishing line was fully proofed against UV rays. Available diameters from 0.10 to 0.25 mm and packed on 150 and 30 meter spools. 
A world-class product, highly recommended by hunters of great fish worldwide due to the purity of the material applied and highly meticulous quality control.

218 150 016  218 030 016 0,16 4,00
218 150 014  218 030 014 0,14 3,40
218 150 012  218 030 012 0,12 2,65
218 150 010  218 030 010 0,10 1,80

        —  218 030 018 0,18 4,80
        —  218 030 020 0,20 5,80

        —  218 030 025 0,25 8,30
        —  218 030 022 0,22 6,70
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teChroN METHOD FEEDER FAST SInKInG

 A Kamatsu sinking line that performs superbly where 
precision, reliability and speed are required. It offers ex-
cellent abrasion resistance and high knot strength, mak-
ing it an excellent choice for safe and effective fishing in 
difficult spots. Low stretch and lack of memory of shape 
are other important factors that should definitely appeal to 
anglers specialising in feeder and method feeder fishing. 
Perfect for larger carp, in a colour that masks well against 
the bottom, it is spooled on 150 m and 300 m spools. 
The available range of sizes makes it possible to find the 
right line for both finesse, classic feeder fishing and heavy, 
typical carp fishing with method feeder. When it comes to 
effective ground fishing, this line is second to none. 

Art. no
300 m 150 m

Art. no

Diameter 
(mm)

Strength
(kg)

Colour: bottom brown

MOnOFIlAMEnTS

209 300 025   209 150 025 0,26 7,95
209 300 022  209 150 022 0,23 6,50
209 300 020  209 150 020 0,20 5,50
209 300 018  209 150 018 0,18 4,80

209 300 028  209 150 028 0,29 9,70
209 300 030  209 150 030 0,31 10,90

Recommended by Łukasz Kozioł 
TEAM KONGER
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TITAn X -WIRE lEADERS

FlUOROCARBOn 100% lEADERS

lEADERS

Recommended 
by Michał Wiśniewski
TEAM KONGER

Recommended 
by Bartosz Zarzycki 

TEAM KONGER
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 The Leaders are made of steel fibres coated 
with graphite and equipped with excellent qual-
ity swivels and snaps. Full resistance to cutting 
and twisting due to overload caused by reeling 
the fish or releasing a snagged bait. Extremely 
meticulous strand and 100% water resistance. 
Available in 20 cm, 30 cm and 5 m long sec-
tions of guaranteed load of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 
kg will make pike fishing enthusiast very happy. 
Needless to say – test it and you will surely ap-
preciate its quality.

lEADERS

STEEl COATED lEADERS
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lEADERS
 Complete leaders made of chromium-tung-
sten steel with perfectly matched dark brown 
colour will resist the teeth of even the largest 
pikes. Packed in packages most frequently pur-
chased by fishermen in lengths of 20 and 30 
cm with 5, 10 and 15 kg of breaking strength. 
They are the only leaders available on the mar-
ket which can resist the hardest battles with the 
fish due to the unique production technology. 
The use of Volfram X will let you forget about 
jagged leaders curling into a spiral.

nOn-COATED STEEl lEADERS
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448

X-PRESS 
HOOK

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

SERRATED
BLADE

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

 Responding to the problems of environmental pollution, we decided to introduce lead-free jig heads. Made from an alloy with a similar density to the lead, 
cast on super sharp Kamatsu X-Press  hooks, they will allow you to rig a wide range of soft baits. They are available in a large weight range and two colour 
options, matt silver and matt black. By using our innovative jig heads we can now have a real influence on the degree of environmental pollution in our hobby. 
It is worth getting them because it is in our common interest to provide favourable conditions for fish and other aquatic organisms.

448  xxx   xxx
Hook size

X-PRESS JIG HEADS
ECO

article number 
structure

Weight

JIG HEADS

Recommended by Szymon Krzewski 
TEAM KONGER
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BlACK

449

X-PRESS 
HOOK

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

SERRATED
BLADE

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

 Responding to the problems of environmental pollution, we decided to introduce lead-free jig heads. Made from an alloy with a similar density to the lead, 
cast on super sharp Kamatsu X-Press  hooks, they will allow you to rig a wide range of soft baits. They are available in a large weight range and two colour 
options, matt silver and matt black. By using our innovative jig heads we can now have a real influence on the degree of environmental pollution in our hobby. 
It is worth getting them because it is in our common interest to provide favourable conditions for fish and other aquatic organisms.

449  xxx   xxx
Hook size

X-PRESS JIG HEADS
ECO BLACK

article number 
structure

Weight

JIG HEADS
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445

X-PRESS 
HOOK

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

SERRATED
BLADE

 X-Press jig heads are made on the highest quality, selected Kamatsu hooks. A special, double forging process of the blade will easily hook up any fish. 
The lure is held in place on a profiled wire and can also be used to rig it with narrow, slender lure, without fear of tearing the front par t. These jig heads are 
uncompromising quality and sharpness that you won't want to par t with from the first fishing.

445  xxx   xxx
Hook size

X-PRESS 
JIG HEADS

article number 
structure

Weight

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS

Recommended by Daniel Kowalski
 TEAM KONGER
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ORAnGE FlUO

446

X-PRESS 
HOOK

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

SERRATED
BLADE

446  xxx   xxx
Hook size

X-PRESS JIG HEADS
ORANGE FLUO
article number 

structure

Weight

 X-Press Fluo jig heads are made on the highest quality, selected Kamatsu hooks. A special, double forging process of the blade will easily hook up any 
fish. The lure is held in place on a profiled wire and can also be used to rig it with narrow, slender lure, without fear of tearing the front par t. These jig heads 
are uncompromising quality and sharpness that you won't want to par t with from the first fishing. A version upgraded with a bright paint job that will be the 
perfect solution for every demanding and experienced predator hunter.

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS
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YEllOW FlUO

447

X-PRESS 
HOOK

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

SERRATED
BLADE

447  xxx   xxx
Hook size

X-PRESS JIG HEADS
YELLOW FLUO
article number 

structure

Weight

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

 X-Press Fluo jig heads are made on the highest quality, selected Kamatsu hooks. A special, double forging process of the blade will easily hook up any 
fish. The lure is held in place on a profiled wire and can also be used to rig it with narrow, slender lure, without fear of tearing the front par t. These jig heads 
are uncompromising quality and sharpness that you won't want to par t with from the first fishing. A version upgraded with a bright paint job that will be the 
perfect solution for every demanding and experienced predator hunter.

JIG HEADS
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414

SPEAR
POINT

WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

JIG HEADS

414  xxx   xxx
Hook size

JIG HEADS
ARROW

article number 
structure

Weight

 Arrow jig heads are made on the highest quality, forged Kamatsu hooks.  The lure is held in place on a profiled wire and can also be used to rig it with 
narrow, slender lure, without fear of tearing the front par t. These jig heads are uncompromising quality and sharpness that you won't want to par t with from 
the first fishing.

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging
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412
450

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

JIG HEADS

Number of pieces 
in wholesale packaging

 Extra Double Worm Holder heads are a proven and appreciated classic for rigging soft baits. Kamatsu's sharp and strong hooks and high quality lead 
casting have made them a favourite with a wide community of anglers all over the world. The tapered holders securely hold any rubber, allowing you to enjoy 
fishing without worrying about the presentation of the lure.

Hook size

Hook size

JIG HEADS EXTRA
article number 

structure
retail packing

JIG HEADS EXTRA
article number 

structure
wholesale packing

Weight

Weight

412  xxx   xxx

450  xxx   xxx

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging
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415

RED EYE

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

3D HOLO 
EYE

Hook size

JIG HEADS
3D HOLO RED EYE

article number 
structure

Weight

415  xxx   xxx

 Kamatsu 3D holo eye jig heads are perfectly casted on selected Kamatsu hooks. Their per fect quali ty and sharpness gained them wide number 
of enthusiasts in Europe. Thanks to 3D eye holographic effect, number of strikes significantely increased, comparing to regular jigheads. 

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS
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416

GREEn EYE

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

3D HOLO 
EYE

Hook size

JIG HEADS
3D HOLO GREEN EYE

article number 
structure

Weight

416  xxx   xxx

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

 Kamatsu 3D holo eye jig heads are perfectly casted on selected Kamatsu hooks. Their per fect quali ty and sharpness gained them wide number 
of enthusiasts in Europe. Thanks to 3D eye holographic effect, number of strikes significantely increased, comparing to regular jigheads. 

JIG HEADS
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413

SPEAR
POINT

DOUBLE WIRE
KEEPER

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

 Double Arrow heads were designed for rigging the largest soft lures available on the market. Super sharp, forged and hardened hooks were used for production 
of those professional jigs. They underwent a multi-stage quality control which is necessary to detect the tiniest imperfections during the production of a hook and to 
reduce the probability of losing a medal-winning fish to near zero. The optimal weight deployment guarantees firm hooking at any distance and proper action of the 
soft lures. All Double Arrow heads have metal spikes which prevent the lure from slipping off during strong casts and struggle with the fish.

Hook size

BIG JIG HEADS 
DOUBLE ARROW

article number 
structure

Weight

413  xxx   xxx

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS
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460 BIG

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

 BIG JIG heads were designed for setting the largest soft lures available on the market. Super sharp, forged and hardened hooks were used for production of 
professional jigs. They underwent a multi-stage quality control which is necessary to detect the tiniest imperfections during the production of a hook and to 
reduce  the probability of losing a medal-winning fish to near zero. The optimal weight deployment guarantees firm hooking at any distance and proper activity 
of the soft lures. All BIG JIG heads have collars which prevent the lure from slipping during strong casts and battles with the fish.

Recommended 
by Dariusz Zgnilec
TEAM KONGER

Hook size

BIG JIG HEADS
article number 

structure

Weight

460  xxx   xxx

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS
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442

443

CRAZY DART 
ORAnGE 
FlUO

CRAZY DART SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

BLACK
NICKEL

Hook size

Hook size

CRAZY DART
ORANGE FLUO

JIG HEADS
article number 

structure

CRAZY DART
JIG HEADS

article number 
structure

Weight

Weight

442  xxx   xxx

443  xxx   xxx

 Fish-shaped jig heads, designed for fishing in the water column. Perfect for fishing perch on "V-shape tail" type lures and others, without their own action. 
Thanks to the shape of the underside of the head, it slides in the depths, attracting active fish.

Weight (g)

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS

Recommended by Filip Świtecki 
TEAM KONGER
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420
430

425

EXTRA MICRO

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

SPEAR
POINT

EYED

FORGED

BLACK
NICKEL

BLACK
NICKEL

TWO
BARBS

 Micro heads for the enthusiasts of ”panfishing”. The carefully 
selected size and weight will satisfy even the most demanding 
fishermen.

Hook size Hook size

JIG HEADS EXTRA
article number 

structure
reatil packaging

JIG HEADS EXTRA
article number 

structure
wholesale packaging

Weight Weight

420  xxx   xxx 430  xxx   xxx

Two micro barbs 
firmly holding 
the soft bait

 Light game fishing enthusiasts will appreciate the recently introduced innovation: heads 
in 4 small sizes with micro barbs firmly holding the soft bait. Some bait has a body so soft 
that it is impossible to properly set the lure on the jighead with the traditional collar. Our 
micro barbs help to overcome this problem and allow for excellent presentation of the lure 
without any risk of damaging during the setting of the lure. Perfect Kamatsu hooks used in 
the production allow for firm hooking and effective reeling together with the satisfaction of 
your good choice.

MICRO                                      WITH BARBS

Hook size

MICRO JIG HEADS 
WITH BARBS
article number 

structure

Weight

425  xxx   xxx

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

Number of pieces 
in wholesale packaging

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

JIG HEADS
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4406

4405

440

CheBUrAShKA+oFFSet 
ForGed hooK

CheBUrAShKA+roUNd 
ForGed hooK

CHEBURASHKA

CheBUrAShKA jIG heAd

Recommended 
by Sean “Mister Finesse“ Perez, 
pro angler and fishing journalist

Weight (g)

Weight (g)

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging

Number of pieces 
in retail packaging
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8,8 g14 g 10,6 g21 g

8,8 g

2 g

10,6 g

3 g

10 g

14 g

4 g

8 g

21 g

5 g

6 g

7,2 g

7,2 g

1 g

5,3 g

5,3 g

3,5 g

3,5 g

1,8 g

Bullet Texas/Carolina Rig 
Tungsten weight

Worm Bullet Screw-in 
Tungsten weight

Cheburashka 
Tungsten weight 

Art. no

Art. no

Weight
(g)

Weight
(g)

PCS

PCS

Weight
(oz)

Weight
(oz)

668 000 001 1/8 3,5 2

668 000 003  1/4 7,2 2

668 000 005  3/8 10,6 2
668 000 004  5/16 8,8 2

668 000 002  3/16 5,3 2

668 000 006  1/2 14,0 2
668 000 007  3/4 21,0 2

668 001 001 1/16 1,8 2

668 001 003  3/16 5,3 2

668 001 005  5/16 8,8 2
668 001 004  1/4 7,2 2

668 001 002  1/8 3,5 2

668 001 007  1/2 14,0 2
668 001 006  3/8 10,6 2

668 001 008  3/4 21,0 2

TUnGSTEn ACCESSORIES

 While preparing the line of Spinning System accessories we were guided by the demand for specialist elements of spinning sets, which often decide about 
the final success during fishing. In this group of articles you can find high-quality elements made of tungsten, such as bullet weights, weights for Texas and 
Carolina Rig sets, as well as various accessories for soft baits. A separate group is made up of heads on two types of hooks, which deserve special attention 
because of the precision of workmanship, exceptional sharpness of the hooks and the use of tungsten. They are the perfect choice for finesse and soft lures 
made of soft plastics and fly materials.

 Basic weights for Texas and Carolina Rig sets made of tungsten with aerodynamic bullet shape. A rig made using them in connection with a glass bead gives predators intriguing 
sounds, which encourage them to attack the lure.

 Tungsten weights with a wire screw are a reliable way of adding weight to soft baits. They are available in 8 sizes, from less than 2 grams to 21 grams, so you can easily choose 
the right weight for your lure.

 A classic construction made from super heavy tungsten. They are distinguished by their ideal 
ball shape and the meticulous shape of the wire, which makes them easy to use in combination with 
hooks ending with an eye. Available in natural tungsten and bright fluo colours.

Art. noArt. no

668 003 001  1,0 3668 007 001

668 003 003   3,0 3668 007 003

668 003 005   5,0 3668 007 005
668 003 004   4,0 3668 007 004

668 003 002   2,0 3668 007 002

668 003 006   6,0 3668 007 006
668 003 008   8,0 3668 007 008
668 003 010   10,0 3668 007 010
668 003 000 1,0+2,0+3,0+4,0+5,0 g 5 

NaturalRed

COLOR

Weight
(g)

PCS

—
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MINI LONG

nail Sinker 
Tungsten weight 

Fastach
Tungsten weight 

Art. no
Weight

(g)
PCSWeight

(oz)

Art. no
Weight

(g)
PCSWeight

(oz)

668 002 001 1/32 0,9 2

668 002 002  3/16 1,8 2

668 002 006  3/32 2,6 2
668 002 005  5/64 2,2 2

668 002 003  7/64 3,1 2

668 004 001 1/8 3,5 2

668 004 003  1/4 7,2 2

668 004 005  3/8 10,6 2
668 004 004  5/16 8,8 2

668 004 002  3/16 5,3 2

668 004 006  1/2 14,0 2
668 004 007  3/4 21,0 2

668 002 004 3/64 1,3 2

3,1 g 2,6 g 2,2 g 1,8 g 0,9 g1,3 g

668 005 001 2/0 1/32 0,9 3
668 005 002 2/0 1/16 1,8 3
668 005 003 2/0 1/8 3,5 2
668 005 004 2/0 3/16 5,3 2
668 005 011 3/0 3/64 1,3 3
668 005 012 3/0 3/32 2,7 3

668 005 013 3/0 3/16 5,3 2
668 005 014 3/0 1/4 7,2 2
668 005 021 4/0 3/64 1,3 3
668 005 022 4/0 3/32 2,7 3
668 005 023 4/0 3/16 5,3 2
668 005 024 4/0 1/4 7,2 2

Art. no
Weight

(g)
PCSWeight

(oz)
Hook
size Art. no

Weight
(g)

PCSWeight
(oz)

Hook
size

Tungsten Jigheads Offset

 Designed to be pressed into soft baits, available in 6 sizes. Thanks to the fact that they are made of tungsten, a metal nearly twice as heavy as lead, the weights are significantly 
smaller at the same weight. It is easier to fit them into small lures without the risk of tearing them.

 Universal sinker, equipped with a mini snap, allowing easy 
attachment to hook eyes and other elements of spinning sets. 
It is perfect for when you need to add a few grams of weight to 
cast to a distant part of the fishery or when you need to get the 
lure down to a greater depth faster.

Art. no
Size PCS

273  000 015  LONG 2
273  000 014  MINI 2

Screw-in Spinning Blade

 Two types of blades used to enhance the hydro-acoustic wave of standard soft lures. Thanks to their easy application we can easily make the action 
of the soft lures way more attractive in a matter of seconds.

TUnGSTEn ACCESSORIES
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TUnGSTEn ACCESSORIES

Art. no

Art. no

Art. no

Art. no

Size

Size

Diameter 
(mm)Diameter 

(mm)

PCS

PCS

PCS

PCS

273  000 011  L 15

273  000 013  #5 10

273  000 017  8 12
273  000 020  8 8

273  000 010  S 15

273  000 012  #3 10

273  000 016  6 15
273  000 019  6 8

273  000 018  10 10

Glass beads 
red for 
Texas/Carolina
rig

Rubber 
stoppers 
for bullet 
Texas/Carolina

Heavy duty 
beads red for 
Texas/Carolina
rig

Bullet weight T-stop (rubber) 
Texas/Carolina Rig

Tungsten Slotted Beads

 Durable beads tested in Texas and Carolina Rig sets. They are characterized by intensive red colour, which is especially attractive for predators. Additionally, using a set consisting 
of a tungsten sinker and beads we can count on an additional luring effect associated with the emission of sounds.

 Two types of stoppers dedicated to Texas and Carolina Rig sets. In order to use the T-stop you need to put the main 
line through the hole of the sinker and then put the stopper through the hole. The last step is to tighten the stopper as 
far as it will go and cut off the part that sticks out in front of the sinker.

 Special tungsten beads with a hole adapted to be put on a hook with an eye. When used in combination with fly fishing 
materials, these beads can easily be used to prepare a variety of lures imitating larvae, nymphs and pupae. They can also be 
used to make micro jig heads for use with the smallest soft lures. Perfect for use with dedicated Kamatsu hooks. 

Art. no Art. no Art. no  (mm) PCS

5
5
5
5
5

3,5
4,0
4,6
5,5
6,4

668 011 001 668 012 001 668 013 001

668 011 003 668 012 003 668 013 003

668 011 005 668 012 005 668 013 005
668 011 004 668 012 004 668 013 004

668 011 002 668 012 002 668 013 002

Red White

COLOR

Black



3,5 mm

0,35 g



4,0 mm

0,5 g



4,6 mm

0,71 g



5,5 mm

1,21 g



6,4 mm

1,97 g
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SWIVElS, SlEEVES, RInGS AnD SnAPS
 Wide variety of choice of popular barrel swivels, rolling swivels and the strongest ball-bearing swivels. All of them are suitable for delicate 
float fishing, medium spinning, heavy spinning and ground fishing methods depending on the size (22 - 4/0). We  also prepared a wide offer 
of Kamatsu snaps. Starting from the interlock snaps for light and medium spinning, all float based and light ground methods to extremely 
strong snaps made from a single piece of wire. Crosslock and Fastlock snaps even when heavily overweighted during the reeling of a large 
fish may bend and twist but will not open. There are also various sets of swivels, snaps and swivels with snaps avilable as well as brass 
sleeves used as clamps terminals for finishing metal leaders.

2/0; 1/0  –  2 PCS 
1; 2; 4  –  5 PCS 

2 PCS 2 PCS

Swivels,snaps, 
tubes and rings 
article number 
structure Product type 

eg. barrel swivel
Size

SWIVElS
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5 PCS

5 PCS

5 PCS

5 PCS

SPlIT AnD SOlID RInGS

Recommended by 
Cezary Sękowski 
TEAM KONGER

2,5; 3; 3,5; 4; 4,5; 5; 6; 7  –  10 PCS
8; 9; 12  –  5 PCS

2,5; 3; 3,5; 4; 4,5; 5; 6; 7  –  10 PCS
8; 9; 12  –  5 PCS
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3/0; 1/0  –  3 PCS
2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14  –  5 PCS

5 PCS

5 PCS

10 PCS

1/0; 2  –  5 PCS
4; 6; 8  –  8 PCS
10; 12  –  10 PCS

SWIVElS AnD SnAPS
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037 038 039

SWIVElS AnD SnAPS

10 PCS

Rolling swivels with standing very high loads. Designed for fishing of medium and 
large fish and for all fishing methods.

3/0  –  5 PCS
1/0; 2  –  8 PCS
4; 6; 8; 10; 12  –  10 PCS

3/0  –  5 PCS
1/0; 2  –  8 PCS
4; 6; 8; 10; 12  –  10 PCS

5 PCS

5 PCS 5 PCS
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50 kg
40 kg

32 kg

25 kg
12 kg

9 kg
7 kg

10 PCS 3/0  –  5 PCS
1/0; 2  –  8 PCS
4; 6  –  10 PCS

3/0; 1/0  –  3 PCS
2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12  –  5 PCS

Rolling swivels with snap made of a single piece of wire. It is a very simple yet ex-
tremely durable set. Recommended for hunters of impressive coarse fish, perch, 
trout and “white” predators, carps, grass carps, salmons, sea trout and pikes and 
zanders. The largest sizes of 1/0 and 3/0 will prove themselves when fishing for 
catfish and sea fishing.

SWIVElS AnD SnAPS
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SWIVElS AnD SnAPS

10 PCS

10 PCS

10 PCS

10 PCS

10 PCS
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2/0

5 7

1 3

The improved design of the triple barrel swivel. This type swivel is designed for 
“paternoster” rigs, e.g. a helicopter rig, side straps method, as well as mounting 
a snood in cod rigs.

5 PCS

5 PCS

10 PCS

44 kg55 kg
38 kg 29 kg

2 mm
75 kg

1,5 mm
40 kg

1,15 mm
32 kg

1 mm
22 kg

1,7 mm
47 kg

T-STYlE SWIVElS
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10 PCS

10 PCS

10 PCS

1/0; 2  –  5 PCS
4; 6; 8; 10  –  10 PCS

A special swivel which can be mounted anywhere on the fishing line by inserting 
the line into the extended eyelet. Recommended for quick strap’s replacement. The 
swivel size should be properly matched with the fishing line’s diameter.

9 kg

32 kg
40 kg47 kg

22 kg
14 kg 4 kg

6 kg

6 kg

5 PCS

5 PCS

10 PCS

Bearing swivels with snap made of a single 
piece of wire. Indispensable during sea 
fishing and fishing for carps, grass carps, 
salmons, trout, pikes, zanders and catfish.

SWIVElS AnD SnAPS
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1/2 0,8/1,6 0,7/1,4

10 PCS

10 PCS 20 PCS

10 PCS 10 PCS

10 PCS 10 PCS

10 PCS
8 mm 7 mm 6 mm

15 mm

7,6 mm
100 kg

5,8 mm
65 kg

5 mm

12 mm

4,5 mm 4 mm

10 mm

3,5 mm

RInGS, SlEEVES
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SnAPS

10 PCS 10 PCS

10 PCS5 PCS

Recommended by 
Sean “Mister Finesse“ Perez, 

pro angler and fishing journalist

5 pcs5 pcs5 pcs

40 kg
25 kg 18 kg 12 kg

50 kg

35 kg

12 kg

35 kg

28 kg

23 kg
18 kg

14 kg
10 kg

5 kg
3 kg

50 kg

35 kg

23 kg

18 kg
11 kg

9 kg
8 kg

9 kg
10 mm11 kg

12 mm18 kg
14 mm23 kg

16 mm

20 kg 
12,5 mm

15 kg 
11 mm

11 kg 
9,7 mm

8 kg 
7,7 mm
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0

M S

STOPPERS  Small items useful in any fishing method. The variety of shapes and colours (black, coloured and colourless) 
should meet the needs of every fisherman. Perfect as limiters for wagglers, “bumpers” protecting the knots or drop shaped lead with 
swivel, as stoppers protecting the tip of a pole rod from taking water when the tip gets submerged.

SnAPS, STOPPERS

50 kg

40 kg

32 kg
25 kg

12 kg
7 kg

10 pcs 10 pcs

4,5 kg 3 kg
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STOPPERS
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jUMPING 
MINNoW

ChUBBY
MINNoW

JMI

CMI

003  Bullseye Bream 004  Mirror Tench 005  Transparent Ayu 006  Firetiger Silver

002  Mirror Blue Pink

001  Satsukimasu Salmon

003  Bullseye Bream 004  Mirror Blue Pink 005  Pike Legend 006  Crawdaddy

002  Firetiger Silver

001  Mirror Rainbow Trout

 Kamatsu Vibbra wobblers are of the highest workmanship quality with parameters 
perfectly fitted to the conditions of all fisheries and tastes of all predators. Enthusiasts 
of light and heavy spinning for catfish and sea trout will find something for themselves. 
These wobblers should take an important place in the boxes of danube salmon hunters and 
enthusiasts of more popular trolling. All wobblers are very carefully made of very hard 
and damage resistant materials. A wide range of colours will satisfy the most demanding 
fishermen as well as the well-chosen treble hook. The rattle is another reason why our 
wobblers should be attacked by predators with even more zeal. In addition to the interesting 
acoustic effects it moves toward a wobbler’s tail at casting to stabilize it, resulting in longer 
cast. Note: All wobblers have a split ring mounted in the front eye which can be removed 
when using a snap.

KAMATSU 
WOBBlERS

Wobblers 
article 
number 
structure Type Colour

WOBBlERS

The elongated body of this lure, closely re-
sembles a large bleak, and tells us at first 
glance what it has been designed for. The 
ultimate goal of this project was to achieve 
a realistic action, and to increase the casting 
range to the max. This little minnow with its 
Magnetic Running Shaft system allows you 
to send it over striking distances, and cover 
a large area of water. When guided with jerks 
and pauses, the Jumping Minnow will un-
leash its true potential. 

A small wobbler of versatile use, allowing 
you to fish in shallow and deeper areas of the 
fishery. You can count on its success both 
when leading across the current and down-
stream. Chubby Minnow will be an attractive 
catch for all small and medium predators, 
according to the old angling rule that: a small 
fish will be eaten by everything. It is worth 
reaching for it and checking the timelessness 
of this adage.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

JMI 110 SP 324 098 xxx 110 16,5 45 0,3-1,5 10-30 neutral 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006

CMI 60 F 324 088 xxx 60 4,2 15 0,8-1,2 3-6 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006
CMI 70 F 324 089 xxx 70 7,2 20 0,8-1,2 4-8 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006
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rUNNING
MINNoW

LUCKY
MINNoW

RUM

LUM

003  Ayu

003  Pink Stripe

003  Bullseye Bream

004  Crawdaddy

004  Transparent Ayu

004  Transparent Ayu

005  Firetiger Silver

005  Firetiger Silver

005  Satsukimasu Salmon

006  Mirror Blue Pink

006  Golden Gill

006  Firetiger Silver

002  Gold & Red

001  Holo Gold

002  Holo Gold001  Salmon

002  Holo Gold

001  Salmon

dIVING
MINNoWDMI

WOBBlERS

An ideal lure when there are signs of feed-
ing predators and standard action lures are 
failing. The Running Minnow will work great 
as a long range lure for faster retrieves 
with pauses or for twitching. This model is 
equipped with a loud rattle, which often turns 
out to be an additional luring element that de-
cides when fish bite. It is worth completing 
your box with this specialist wobbler.

Name tells it all. This lure makes basically 
any predator around hungry, and they sim-
ply can’t resist its seductive action. It works 
best while slow retrieve with short pauses, 
however it’s not afraid of strong current, and 
retrieved close to the river bank effectively 
provokes the fish waiting for some prey. 

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

RUM 80 S 324 094 xxx 80 10,2 25 1,5-2,0 6-15 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006

Small fish running through the depths is al-
ways an invitation for dinner for the predators 
of the depths, and they don’t tend to waste 
such opportunity. This little crankbait is a real 
treat, so give it a try nearby holes and deep 
areas of rivers. To get the best of it, make 
few cranks and make short pause, to let it 
ascend a little. 

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

DMI 50 S 324 091 xxx 50 4,4 20 2,0-2,5 5-10 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006

LUM 50 S 324 092 xxx 50 3,5 15 0,8-1,2 4-8 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006
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toP PoPTOP

CCR

STS

CrAZY
CrANK

SeCret
ShAd

004  Transparent Ayu003  Mirror Tench 005  Firetiger Silver

007  Bullseye Bream

008  Mirror Blue Pink

004  Night Stalker

003  Silver Whitefish

006  Mirror Blue Pink

008  Real Whitefish

009  Gold & Red

005  Satsukimasu Salmon

001  Nasty Frog

004  Satsukimasu Salmon

001  Brown Perch

006  Mirror Blue Pink

007 Silver Whitefish

003  Transparent Bream

002  Pink Stripe

005  Brown Head Bleak

006  Pink Stripe

002  Brown Perch

001  Salmon

002  Pink Stripe

WOBBlERS

This little popper will give you the thrills as-
well as it will thrill the fish seeing it above. 
One of the best lures for topwater fishing, es-
pecially ad dawn and dusk. Recipe to get the 
best out of it: jerk – pause, jerk and pause. 
Simplicity at its best, but efficiency well 
above other lures. It’s easy to fall in love with 
it, so be warned!

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A small crankbait, which is an irreplaceable 
lure for virtually any fresh water. It can ef-
fectively provoke even an inactive predator 
to strike. Even during the most ordinary 
retrieve, as befits a good crankbait, it can 
surprise you with its exceptional effective-
ness. We probably don't know how it can be 
wrongly run. A low submersion predispos-
es it to fishing in shallower waters, where it 
is fiercely attacked by pike and perch.

Despite its mysterious name, certain aspects 
of this lure can be seen at first glance. Secret 
Shad is made with the utmost attention to de-
tail. Only when you cast it into the water does 
it show us what kind of secret it hides. Ex-
traordinary performance! Tempting, flickering 
and mirroring action, flawlessly tempts pike, 
perch, trout and zander. Retrieve it at a steady 
pace, jerk the rod tip, stop, and let it slowly 
float... These simple tricks will have a great 
effect on the number of bites, as we have 
found during many of its tests.

CCR 40 F 324 084 xxx 40 9 15 0,3-1,0 4-8 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 
        008, 009

STS 57 SF 324 083 xxx 57 8 20 0,4-1,0 8-15 Slow Floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

TOP 60 F 324 097 xxx 60 7,0 20 top water 4-8 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006
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MICro
SNACK

FM

CMN

FLASh
MINNoW

CrUISer
MINNoW

MS

004  Spotted White Holo

004  Satsukimasu Salmon

003  Spotted Blue Holo

003  Pink Stripe

005  Spotted Silver Holo

005  Mirror Blue Pink

006  Silver Whitefish

002  Nuclear Satsukimasu

005  Gold & Red

001  Starry Night

007  Violet Back

003  Pink Stripe

006  Pink Stripe Holo

006  Night Hunter UV

008  The Classic

004  Baby Yamame

002  Red Head

001  Bream

002  Hot Perch Holo

001  Calamari Holo

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

An interesting internal construction of this 
wobbler lures predators, sensitive to visual 
stimuli, with exceptional effectiveness. 
While retrieving the wobbler, the holograph-
ic strip placed inside the dry chamber falls 
into tight vibrations, temptingly reflecting 
the light. Flash Minnow is definitely worth 
recommending for pike, zander and perch. 
It works very well both during steady re-
trieving as well as during twitching.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This lure allows you to effectively fish the 
upper parts of the water. Cruiser Minnow is 
a real treat for pike from underwater grass 
bed and zanders lurking among rocks. The 
built-in long cast system allows you to reach 
much further than you might think. The mo-
ving load during casting moves to the back 
of the lure for maximum distance, and during 
retrieve it goes back to the front, stabilising 
the action.

The unique shape of this wobbler immedi-
ately attracts attention. We assure you that 
not only yours! Micro Snack is eagerly eaten 
by perch, trout or chub. Narrow, flashing ac-
tion combined with flickering perfectly fits the 
tastes of a wide range of river and lake preda-
tors. Just retrieve it with short twitches, with 
two-three-second pauses, so that even those 
fish that are only following would strike the 
lure with great ferocity. Micro Snack is one of 
these lures, which will have a fixed place in 
the compartment of your favourite tackle box.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

FM 99 F 324 087 xxx 99 14,5 25 0,1-0,5 10-20 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006

CMN 90 F 324 086 xxx 90 10 25 0,3-1,0 10-20 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006

MS 35 F 324 085 xxx 35 2,5 15 0-0,2 3-6 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

WOBBlERS
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TM tWItChING 
MINNoW SP

PS PIKe SNACK

002  Golden Holo 003  Red Head Holo

006  Firetiger

002  Purple Bream

004  Silver Holo

001  Silver Holo

001  Blue Holo

007  Real Perch

003  Blue Holo

008  Real Roach

004  Golden Holo

009  Purple Roach

005  Red Head Holo

005  Firetiger 008  Striped Roach007  Spotted Perch006  Purple Roach

WH WAter
hUNter

015  Red Belly

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Twitching Minnow is an extremely catchy 
wobbler designed to catch fish that like big-
ger lures. This lure catches really stunning 
fish, all you have to do is twitch it. Dynamic 
twitches of the tip will release its full potential, 
tempting both inactive and feeding predators. 
The key aspect is a moment of pause, literally 
2 seconds, during which the most frequent 
bites occur. Built-in long cast sliding balance 
system ensures long and accurate casts, as 
well as an attractive, slow emergence of the 
lure with a slightly raised head.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Characteristic shape of the body and at-
tractive action even with regular retrieve, 
make Pike Snack a real treat for every 
aquatic predator. It is an excellent model 
designed for twitching, able to impress on 
almost every water. Jerking the tip of the 
rod while retrieving the line awakens in the 
predators a sincere desire to  taste this 
delicacy. After a few jerks, stop the retrieve 
and keep in contact with the lure. This is 
the moment when the fish often decides to 
strike. So, just give them what they want, 
and for yourself, a real pike killer.

TM 160 SP F 324 077 xxx 160 30 35 1,2-1,6 20-40 floating   001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

PS 130 F 324 078 xxx 130 20 30 1,2-1,8 20-40 floating     

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A small lure with quick and shimmering 
action. Despite the small size it allows 
reaching deeper areas. An interesting of-
fer for hunters of zander and larger perch.

WH 55 F 323 091 xxx 55 4,5 20 0,5-1,5 4-6 floating 015

001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 
007, 008, 009
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SMI SNeAKY 
MINNoW

DSH drIFtIN'
ShAd

SSH ShALLoW
ShAd

003 Wasabi

005  Spotted Pink 006  Real Basstard

005  Spotted Pink 006  Real Basstard

004  Biwa Trout

004  Biwa Trout

004  Shady Shad

007  Yamame Trout

007  Yamame Trout

001  Baby Minnow

001  Baby Minnow

002 Pink Stripe

001  Real Perch

005  Blue Shad

008  Little Largemouth

008  Little Largemouth

003  Silver Shad002  Pink Stripe

003  Silver Shad

002  Baby Mackerel

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A family of two small wobblers, allowing to 
target a wide range of predators. Starting 
from perch, through trout, zander, chub and 
asp - this wobbler flawlessly brought fishing 
success. It works well both when fishing in 
clear, flowing water and in calm, steady wa-
ters. Retrieve it as you wish: steady, twitch-
ing, jerking or letting it stop for a while - each 
scenario can end in a beautiful bite!

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This wobbler is designed for trout fishing in 
running waters. However, tests have shown 
that apart from its planned role, it is excel-
lent at provoking all kinds of other preda-
tors. Zanders, asps, or pikes without the 
slightest hesitation strike this lure, attack-
ing it fiercely. We do not know where the 
secret of its effectiveness lies. However, we 
do know for sure, that it is one of the lures, 
which are worth having with us on every 
single fishing trip.

SMI 70 SP 324 080 xxx 70 5,0 20 0,2-0,8 8-15 neutral 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

DSH 65 SP 324 081 xxx 65 5,5 20 0,3-1,0 8-15 neutral 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

SMI 50 S 324 079 xxx 50 3,5 20 0,1-0,5 4-8 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

An eight-centimeter shad in a floating ver-
sion designed mainly for fishing in still wa-
ters. It is perfect for fishing for pike in the 
shallow fisheries.
The lure sweeps with its tail, making a lot of 
fuss in the fishery. It can also be retrieved 
irregularly by jerking it twice and pausing 
for 3 seconds. The wobbler is available in 
5 natural colours, which are suitable for all 
conditions.

SSH 80 F 324 074 xxx 80 13 25 1-2 10-20 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005
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rAttLING
MINNoWRMI

BBS BABY
ShAd

003  Shiner

002  Baby Mackerel

001  Pearl

004  Red Crawdad

003  Wasabi

002  Bream

001  Real Perch

005  Hot Perch

004  Shady Shad

005  Blue Shad

PhANtoM 
BLeAKPHB

002  Green Holo Bleak 003  Dark Holo Bleak 004  Blue Holo Bleak

001  Silver Bleak

Wobbler designed for fishing from the hand 
as well as for trolling. It attracts pikes and 
zanders perfectly. It is a floating model, 
which during spinning we will bring to the 
depth of about 2.5m and trolling even deeper. 
The lure is equipped with a rattle, additionally 
attracting interesting predators. 

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

RMI 80 F 324 070 xxx 80 14 25 1,5-2,5 10-20 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

It would seem that 4 cm is not a lot, and yet 
there are times when really big predators are 
interested in such small food. A perfect lure 
for fishing in shallow, still waters. It works 
best when led slowly, as it penetrates water 
at a depth of about 2 m. It does not mean that 
it will not be able to go deeper, because it is 
a sinking model. If we leave it for a dozen or 
so seconds, allowing it to sink deeper, it will 
also get to the predators we are interested 
in. Thanks to its compact, bulky construc-
tion, this lure can be sent to distances even 
over 20 m. 

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

BBS 40 S 324 068 xxx 40 5,2 20 1,5-2,5 6-8 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

WOBBlERS

If you think that this wobbler looks like a 
bleak, you are absolutely right. If you think 
it is an asp wobbler, you are also right. It is 
very effective in catching these fish in any 
river, right from the mountains, down to the 
sea. The colour versions of Phantom Bleak fit 
asp tastes perfectly, allowing you to choose 
something for basically any conditions. Just 
quickly move it in the upper parts of the water 
near the places where bleak gathers, and you 
won't have to wait long for a strike.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

PHB 70 S 324 082 xxx 70 13 35 0,2-0,8 10-20 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004
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CCH

SCR

ChUB
ChAMPIoN

SUPer
CrANK

CR CrANKer

003  Shiner

003  Shiner

014  Perch

001  Pearl

001  Pearl

008  Holo Gold

004  Red Crawdad

004  Red Crawdad

015  Red Belly

001  Holo Ayu

002  Bream

002  Bream

011  Black Hole

005  Hot Perch

005  Hot Perch

054  Darth Crucian

004  Golden Nugget

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This small wobbler with a bulky body and 
an extended lip in a sinking version is de-
signed mainly for fishing chub, ide, trout 
and perch. At a medium speed of retrieve, 
it swings out dynamically to the sides. It is 
not afraid of fast trout riffles, as well as lazy 
meanders with almost stagnant water, in 
which perch like to gather and lurk for food 
flowing nearby.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

The barrel-shaped profile of this wobbler will 
allow to send it very far, and the long lip will 
allow to move it to the depth of up to 2m. 
Each 2-3 second pause in retrieve of this 
lure causes its slow ascent, which additio-
nally stimulates predators to attack. During 
the tests, Super Crank lured perches, barbel 
and pike perfectly. The solid Kamatsu trebles 
complete the rest. It is definitely worth to 
have it in your arsenal.

SCR 40 F 324 069 xxx 40 4,5 20 1,5-2,0 6-8 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

CCH 32 S 324 072 xxx 32 4,5 20 1,5-2,5 4-6 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A shallowly diving wobbler for fishing a wide 
range of predators from the overgrown 
perches to impressive catfish. The concen-
trated weight causes the wobbler to be easily 
cast at a long distance with relatively strong 
fishing lines. We also recommend it for night 
fishing at the river sides.

CR 50 F 324 047 xxx 50 12,5 20 0,3-1,2 10-20 floating 001, 004, 008, 011, 014, 015, 054
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LBU

RDI

LUCKY
BUG

roCKY
rIVer

RH reAPer

062  Ocean Tiger

003  Dor Beetle

008  Shiner

003  Shiner001  Pearl

068  Real Perch

004  Maybug

009  Red Crawdad

004  Red Crawdad002  Bream

001  Real Hopper

006  Pearl

085  Carp

005  Longhorn Beetle

010  Hot Perch

005  Hot Perch

002  Reactor

007  Bream

004  Golden Nugget

015  Red Belly

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

About the fact that imitations of insects 
are very effective, especially when fishing 
for "white" predators, all spinning anglers 
know. Therefore, the offer of Kamatsu 
wobblers has been extended by this "bug" 
which should be placed in the box of every 
chub and ide hunter. It is a floating version 
of 3.5 cm length with a lip. It can be led on 
a shallow depth or released with the cur-
rent. The wobbler is available in 10 colours 
imitating beetles, bugs and crickets. Chubs 
and ides will certainly not resist.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Less than four centimetre long, floating wob-
bler that can make a big fuss in the fishery. At 
steady medium speed it moves aggressively 
to the sides, arousing interest in everything in 
the vicinity. Perches, grown chubs and even 
lazy pikes feeding on small fish will not resist 
it. After all, actions speak louder that words, 
and action of this one screams.

RDI 37 F 324 071 xxx 37 4,5 20 1-2 6-8 floating 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

LBU 35 F 324 073 xxx 35 3,1 15 0,4-0,8 4-6 floating 

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Dedicated to fishing in deep lakes and riv-
ers, this lure shows its outstanding perfor-
mance in both spinning and trolling tech-
niques alike. Its homogeneous and strong 
shaft runs through the whole length of the 
body, which makes forced reeling in of even 
the biggest predator fish easy. The built-in 
rattle makes the Reaper more attractive, 
provoking even the laziest fish to attack. 

RH 70 F 324 059 xxx 70 23 30 3-5 15-30 floating 004, 015, 062, 068, 085

WOBBlERS

001, 002, 003, 004, 005,
006, 007, 008, 009, 010
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BGLC BAd GhoSt

Long Cast

BSLC BoMBer
ShAd Long Cast

ASLC ALIeN ShAd Long Cast

003  Red Ocean

003  Pink Back Ocean

003  Lemon Ocean

001  Blue Ocean 004  Red Head Ocean

004  Pink Ocean

004  Spotted Blue Ocean

002  Lemon Ocean

002  Lemon Ocean

002  Dark Gold  Ocean001  Red Head Ocean

005  Pink Belly Ocean

005  Gold Ocean

005  Pink Belly Ocean

001  Blue Ocean

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

90 mm of simple perfection. Add to it 32 
g weight, and you’ll get a lure which will 
cast as far as you wish. Short and strong 
lip allows to twitch it, or to crank it. Works 
amazing both ways. For freshwater, we 
suggest to use it for asp fishing, with fast 
paced retrieving. On the ocean… Well, let’s 
just say: cast it nearby some shoal of little 
sardine or anchovy, let it drop for few sec-
onds, twitch it, and the magic will happen. 
Simple as it is.

BGLC 90 F VS 324 063 xxx 90 32 55 variable sinking 20-50 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Body of this wobbler looks, well, pretty com-
mon, doesn’t it? Yet, the feature that makes 
this wobbler special is not its shape, but in 
the overall construction and its action. Long 
casts even with 40 lbs line are not something 
what Bomber Shad couldn’t handle. You will 
reach +50 yds without any bigger effort. You 
can use it as a jerkbait, or as a crankbait - 
works well both ways. 

BSLC 110 VS 324 066 xxx 110 32 50 variable sinking 30-60 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

S size stickbait, with extreme casting capa-
bilities. With 75 mm length is weights almost 
30 g, which makes the casts accurate and 
long. Type of action depends only to anglers 
imagination. For us, the best results had been 
noted when we twitch it with short strokes. 
This perfectly imitates small, dazed minnow, 
which makes all the predatory fishes get 
frenzy.

ASLC 75 VS 324 062 xxx 75 28 55 variable sinking 20-50 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005
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WSLC WAter
SCoUt

VBLC VIBer
BAIt

Long Cast

Long Cast

SGR QUICK
hUNter

Long Cast

003  Red Head Ocean

003  Spotted Blue Ocean

002  Silver Zebra Ocean

004  Spotted Blue Ocean

004  Spotted Silver Ocean

003  Calamari

005  Black Hole Pink Ocean

005  Red Head Ocean

004  Deep Blue

001  Green Flash Ocean

001  Lemon Ocean

002  Rainbow Pride Ocean

002  Flying Fish Ocean

001  Shade Ocean

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Like not so many times before, this time, we 
were simply astounded. This stickbait many 
times saved our self-esteem, where other 
lures failed. For our pro staff, it’s one of the 
most often used lures for their recreational 
fishing. It flashes its belly during free drop, 
turns side-to-side when twitched, and basi-
cally, makes the fishing whole lot of easier! 
Water Scout should be placed on a pedestal 
among other lures as an example of pure per-
fection - simply, it can’t be surpassed. Ad-
ditionally, shape and weight of this stickbait 
grants you with extremely long casts.

In the world of anglers, there’s a myth - you 
have a banana on the boat, you won’t catch 
anything. But, when you’ll have our banana-
shaped Viber Shad on the deck, you’ll also 
have there some nice fishes. That statement 
had been field tested many times by our pro 
staff, so we know what we’re talking about. 
Just try it, for sure you will not regret that 
decision.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

WSLC 120 VS 324 065 xxx 120 33 50 variable sinking 30-60 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004

VBLC 90 VS 324 064 xxx 90 29 50 variable sinking 20-50 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

Small wobbler with great casting potential. 
Its lip is not particularly large, but actually, 
that’s his advantage. Action that you can 
give it, makes the fish going into murderous 
mood - they are going to attack it with great 
ferocity, often, when the fish won’t hook at 
first time, it will continue attacking this small 
lure. Quick Hunter was developed for ocean 
fishing(bluefin tuna), yet it works excellent 
in fresh water for large trouts, salmons and 
asps. Color chart is chosen to work efficient-
ly in any conditions.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

SGR 70 VS 324 067 xxx 80 25 45 variable sinking 15-40 sinking 001, 002, 003, 004, 005

WOBBlERS
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SS ShALLoW
ShAd

JX jUGLer X

WX WreStLer X

010  Flying Fish

015  Red Belly

007  Spotted White

019  Red Head Holo

018  Spotted Blue

008  Holo Gold

023  Lemon Demon

076  Red Belly Tench

014  Perch

001  Holo Ayu

007  Spotted White

009  Green Tiger

004  Golden Nugget

002  Brown Crawdad001  Holo Ayu

008  Holo Gold

004  Golden Nugget

WOBBlERS

SS 40 F 324 061 xxx 40 3 25 0,2-0,8 4-8 floating 001, 004, 008, 015, 018, 076

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

In case of this lure, its small size does not 
mean little potential. On the contrary, Shal-
low Shad extremely effectively provokes the 
perch, trout, chub or ide to strike. The conca-
ved lip makes its behavior in water aggressi-
ve, and makes possible to fish effectively in 
rivers both upstream and downstream alike. 
The best results, however, can be achieved 
by moving it with short stops. The available 
colors will let you to adapt this lure for fishing 
in all the inland waters.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

The lure length, its performance and the 
careful selection of colours helped to create 
an effective wobbler for fishing for chubs, 
ides, perches and trout. Great bait for practi-
cally any time of the fishing year.

JX 40 S 324 015 xxx 40 3,5 15 1,5-2 6-15 sinking 001, 002, 004, 007, 008, 014

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Irreplaceable series of spinning and trolling 
wobblers for the big game enthusiasts. It 
performs excellent in areas where you need 
to reach really deep. A loud rattle is an addi-
tional advantage as it perfectly lures the fish 
even at the long distance. Carefully selected 
colours as well as specific and not too wide 
action make these wobbles a very interest-
ing offer.

WX 180 S 324 017 xxx 180 98,0 35 7,0-8,0 20-40 sinking 007, 009, 010, 019, 023
WX 140 S 324 016 xxx 140 50,0 30 5,0-6,0 20-40 sinking 007, 009, 010, 019, 023
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GR GLIder

SGR SLoW
GLIder

PB PoP
BASS

084  Roach

069  Real Dark Roach

013  Holo Bleak

083  Silver Roach

068  Real Perch

010  Blue Back Holo

008  Holo Gold

085  Carp

070  Real Crucian

014 Perch

086  Pike

084  Roach

015  Red Belly

004  Golden Nugget

081  Tiger

082  Sneaky Holo

062  Ocean Tiger

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This jerk model is recognized by all fisher-
men. Its body and painting is highly resis-
tant to the pike’s teeth. Both available sizes 
flicker at the falling and lure the predators to 
the spot. The range of available colours will 
satisfy even the most demanding fishermen.

A big pike often stays in shallow spots, for 
example, amid flooded reed beds or in the 
weeds where the depth from the water sur-
face to the weed-line makes less than one 
meter. In such places the fast-sinking model 
was hard to animate. That is why we have 
decided to introduce Slow Glider – the per-
fect lure for slow retrieve, stable and with 
repeatable action. Thanks to its minimal sink 
rate Slow Glider allows you to use different 
animation techniques and to effectively pro-
voke the fish to strike.       

GR 70 S 324 044 xxx 70 17,5 30 0,2-2,0 10-30 sinking 062, 068, 069, 070, 084
GR 100 S 324 045 xxx 100 50 40 0,4-3,0 20-60 sinking 062, 068, 069, 070, 084

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A full range of poppers for surface fishing 
for different types of fish in standing waters. 
The smallest models are used for the fishing 
of perches and trout. The medium and large 
ones effectively lure great pikes. These wob-
blers attain their full efficiency when leading 
with “short jumps forward”. All of those pop-
pers  are equipped with a rattle.

PB 68 TW 324 004 xxx 68 9,9 30 Top Water 8-15 floating 004, 008, 010, 013, 014, 015

SGR 70 S 324 057 xxx 70 14,7 25 0,2-1,5 10-30 slow sinking 081, 082, 083, 084, 085, 086
SGR 100 S 324 058 xxx 100 40,5 35 0,3-2,2 20-60 slow sinking 081, 082, 083, 084, 085, 086

WOBBlERS
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RSP

GTP

rooSter
PoP

Gt PoP

WP

Long Cast

WICKed 
PoP

066  Blue Spotted Holo

066  Blue Spotted Holo

064  Mahi Mahi

079  Dark Matter

067  Classic Holo

065  Pink Power

080  Black Rainbow

078  Black Magic

067  Classic Holo

062  Ocean Tiger

065  Pink Power

065  Pink Power

062  Ocean Tiger

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Popper lure, recommended for fishing big 
predators in the sea. An outstanding feature 
of this model is its monolithic body. Laser-
cut from acid-resistant steel an guarantees 
outstanding durability of the lure. This pop-
per can easily handle GT, tuna or rooster fish 
and, thanks to the perfect placement of the 
lead weight inside the body, can perform in-
credibly long casts. Long-distance casting is 
crucial during fishing for cautious predators. 

Big fish like big baits. This is an indisputable 
fact. If you are making plans to catch a big-
eye jack or large tuna then GT Pop is a must-
have lure in your tackle box. During testing 
sessions these poppers showed outstanding 
performance, constantly showing far better 
results than similar lures of this kind.    

RSP 150 F 324 053 xxx 150 54,5 45 Top Water 60 floating 065, 066, 067, 078

GTP 205 F 324 054 xxx 205 130 60 Top Water 100 floating 062, 065, 066, 079, 080

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A highly effective popper which took its toll 
on many great fish. 14 cm in size it will per-
fectly provoke both freshwater and marine 
predators feeding near the surface. The spe-
cific splash due to pulling of the tip can lure 
the fish even if it stays a few meters below 
the water surface.

WP 140 F 324 036 xxx 140 33 40 Top Water 20-40 floating 062, 064, 065, 067
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RFP

WR

reeF PoP

WAVe rIder

BM

Long Cast

BoLt 
MINNoW

065  Pink Power

066  Blue Spotted Holo

062  Ocean Tiger

066  Blue Spotted Holo

067  Classic Holo

066  Blue Spotted Holo

067  Classic Holo

082  Sneaky Holo

081  Tiger

062  Ocean Tiger

064  Mahi Mahi

012  Red Head Holo

012  Red Head Holo

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

The vicinities of coral reefs is one of the pla-
ces where schools of oceanic pray fish gath-
er Consequently it is also the natural habitat 
of all predators. Reef Pop lets you effectively 
explore all those spots, as it is a perfect imi-
tation of prey escaping close to the surface 
of the water. With its strong wave produced 
by the lure’s head Reef Pop provokes imme-
diate attacks of swimming-by predators.

This lure has been throughout tested on many 
oceanic fishing grounds, showing great per-
formance every time. You will be surprised by 
the quality and toughness of this model. With 
symmetric alignment of the jet holes provides 
strong acoustic effects which constantly pro-
voke fish for an instant and aggressive strike. 

WR 130 F 324 056 xxx 130 55 40 Top Water 60 floating 012, 066, 067, 082

RFP 200 F 324 055 xxx 200 115 60 Top Water 100 floating 012, 062, 066, 081

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This wobbler will let you achieve extreme 
cast distance. If lead properly, it can pro-
voke the attack of almost any predator. Even 
small pikes  successfully attack it although 
it is ultimately designed for catching larger 
predators.

BM 160 S 324 041 xxx 160 51,0 45 0,5-2,0 20-60 sinking 062, 064, 065, 066, 067
BM 140 S 324 040 xxx 140 32,0 35 0,2-2,0 20-40 sinking 062, 064, 065, 066, 067

WOBBlERS
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SWM

Long Cast

GS

Long Cast

SWeePer
MINNoW

GLIder
StICK

TRM troUt
MINNoW

074  Magic Stripes

049  Blue Mackerel

065  Pink Power

075  Rainbow Trout

050  Green Mackerel

066  Blue Spotted Holo

076  Red Belly Tench

071  Golden Red

077  Twisted Tench

051 Silver Shiner

067  Classic Holo

062  Ocean Tiger

072  Black Hole Green

073  Black Hole Blue

048  Holo Rudd

064  Mahi Mahi

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

It’s another lure from the series of long-dis-
tance wobblers within our offer. Dedicated for 
fishing both in fresh and salt water, set with 
durable and extra sharp treble hooks. Fish 
which were far beyond the reach of casts 
will become more accessible now than ever 
before.

SWM 140 F 324 048 xxx 140 38,0 40 0,4-1,5 20-40 floating 062, 064, 065, 066, 067

GS 180 S 324 039 xxx 180 125,0 65 1,5-5,5 30-80 sinking 048, 049, 050, 051

GS 140 S 324 037 xxx 140 60,0 40 0,8-4,0 20-40 sinking 048, 049, 050, 051
GS 160 S 324 038 xxx 160 90,0 55 1,4-4,5 20-60 sinking 048, 049, 050, 051

The bestseller among wobblers, perfect 
during sea trout fishing from the shoreline 
as well as pikes feeding near the reeds. An 
amazing effect can be reached if we jerk it 
with stops every several seconds. Such 
leading of a lure requires the fishing line to 
continuously be slightly tensed. The number 
of bites will certainly surprise you.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

TRM 45 S 324 049 xxx 45 2,2 20 0,5 4-8 sinking 071, 072, 073, 074, 075, 076, 077

This lure was designed for fishing trout in 
fast flowing streams and rivers. Thanks 
to its unique body shape, optimal place-
ment of the weight chamber, and the right 
proportions of the lip’s size, Trout Minnow 
will not tip over even in the fastest streams. 
This lure will also show great performance 
during chub or ide fishing in rivers along 
riprap banks or on shallow reefs.  

Recommended 
by Dariusz Zgnilec
TEAM KONGER
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SPM SPArKY
MINNoW

BS BUMBLe 
ShAd

CHCD

CHC

ChUBBY CrANK
deeP rUNNer

ChUBBY 
CrANK

072  Black Hole Green

018  Spotted Blue

010  Blue Back Holo

010  Blue Back Holo

007  Spotted White

007  Spotted White

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

001  Holo Ayu

001  Holo Ayu

058  Holo Perch

013  Holo Bleak

013  Holo Bleak

073  Black Hole Blue

062  Firetiger

014  Perch

014  Perch

071  Golden Red

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This lure looks and behaves exactly like 
a small bleak - short horizontal moves of 
the tail part in cooperation together with 
gentle light-reflecting effect which results 
in at tract ive shimmers on both sides. 
Sparky Minnow is an excellent choice for 
fishing chub or asp in rivers as well as an 
early-spring pike or perch. To put it short - 
an all around and all year lure.  

SPM 42 S 324 050 xxx 42 2,2 20 0,5 4-8 sinking 071, 072, 073

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This is a great offer for fishermen going for 
perches, trout or chubs. It is 45 mm long, 
has shimmering action strikingly reminiscent 
of fish and specially selected colours. All that 
will let you choose the lure which will pro-
voke almost any predator to strike.

BS 45 F 323 121 xxx 45 5 20 0,2-1,2 4-6 floating 018, 058, 062

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A deep diving model suited for fishing in the 
deeper parts of rivers and lakes. Its longer bill 
has another advantage as it helps the lure to 
bounce off from obstacles which are a com-
mon nightmare when fishing in rivers with 
a rocky bottom.

This lure has intense and aggressive tail per-
formance. Holds well to the leading track of 
the lure even in strong river current. An effec-
tive tool for fishing chubs, ides and perches.

CHCD 40 F 324 003 xxx 40 4 20 1,0-2,5 6-8 floating 001, 004, 007, 010, 013, 014

CHC 40 F 324 002 xxx 40 4 20 1,0-2,0 6-8 floating 001, 004, 007, 010, 013, 014

WOBBlERS
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PB

RH

CF CrAW
FISh

reAL
hoPPer

PoWer
BUG

SHS ShArP 
ShAd

015  Red Belly

026  Longhorn 
        Beetle

031  Locust

042  Green Craw

030  Real Hopper

041  Crawdad

018  Spotted Blue

027  Maybug 028  Firebug

032  Grasshopper

048  Holo Bream

058  Holo Perch

025  Dor Beetle

033  Rainbow Hopper

054  Darth Crucian

024  Sand Bug

012  Red Head Holo

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Power Bug, just like Real Hopper, is the most 
effective in the spring and summer period 
when the fish feed heavily on insects. Streak-
ing the wobbler together with light pulls of 
the tip will let you to hunt for the most cau-
tious chubs and ides. The colours and its 
performance truly imitate the most common 
insects on the water.

PB 28 S 324 024 xxx 28 1,8 15 0,1-0,5 4-8 sinking 024, 025, 026, 027, 028

RH 37 S 324 025 xxx 37 2,0 15 0,1-0,5 4-8 sinking 030, 031, 032, 033

This wobbler is a true imitation of 
a grasshopper as the name sug-
gests. It perfectly lures predators 
when lead close to or streaking the 
water surface. This model shows 
all its effectiveness from spring to 
early autumn.

An excellent choice for all fisheries where 
crayfish can be found. These wobblers per-
form excellent when hunting for perches and 
zanders. In order to increase the number of 
bites we recommend you to reel the wobbler 
with short tip pulls of two-second breaks in 
the cycles.

CF 40 F 324 029 xxx 40 3,0 15 1,2-2,0 6-15 floating 041, 042, 048, 054

Recommended by 
Sean “Mister Finesse“ 
Perez, pro angler 
and fishing journalist

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

It is a lure of strong action with a large lip.
It will perform very well when fishing for 
trout. The large lip allows bouncing off from 
snags such as stones or branches.

SHS 45 F 323 101 xxx 45 4,5 20 0,5-1,8 4-6 floating 012, 015, 018, 058
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BCR

SF

SS

MP

BArreL 
CrANK

SeeK
FISh

ShAKY
ShAd

MASter
PoP

014  Perch

009  Green Tiger

054  Darth Crucian

004  Golden Nugget

015  Red Belly

014  Perch

061  Red Throat

014  Perch

039  Green Tiger

019  Red Head Holo

063  Micro Green

043  Golden Stripe

039  Green Tiger

001  Holo Ayu

001  Holo Ayu

012  Red Head Holo

007  Spotted White

047  Holo Rudd

001  Holo Ayu

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A puffy and deep diving lure, good for clas-
sic spinning and hand trolling. The strong 
tail performance and a clear rattle provoke 
even non-feeding passive pikes, catfish and 
perches effectively.

BCR 60 F 324 001 xxx 60 16,5 20 1,5-3 10-20 floating 001, 007, 009, 014, 019

SS 40 F 324 021 xxx 40 3,5 20 0,8-2,0 4-8 floating 001, 012, 014, 015, 039

A long and wide bill, typical shape of the body 
and carefully selected colours results in one 
of the most searched for lures in the market. 
It will superbly perform in a mountain stream, 
lowland river or large lake. Fishing with this 
lure, you certainly won’t return home empty-
handed.

SS 50 F 324 022 xxx 50 7,0 25 1,0-2,5 6-12 floating 001, 012, 014, 015, 039

It is a gem in the collection of lures for hunt-
ers of surface predators. Micro poppers 
prove their effectiveness over a water lily or 
pondweed meadows. This highly effective 
bait imitates a fry feeding on insects which 
fell into the water. You will not forget the 
picture of a large perch or great pike aggres-
sively attacking of this micro lure.

MP 45 F 324 020 xxx 45 4,2 20 Top Water 6-10 floating 001, 004, 014, 039
MP 35 F 324 019 xxx 35 2,2 15 Top Water 4-8 floating 001, 004, 014, 039

It is a perfect imitation of a fry which is an 
irresistible temptation for all predators. Its 
full potential is released by leading with short 
and vigorous pulls. After the first fishing trip 
it will permanently remain in your boxes and 
become the primary wobbler from which to 
begin fishing.

SF 35 F 324 030 xxx 35 1,5 15 0,2-1,0 4-6 floating 043, 047, 054, 061, 063

WOBBlERS
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SLM

SPM

DM

SPrINt 
MINNoW

SLIM 
MINNoW

deeP 
MINNoW

015  Red Belly Holo

013  Holo Bleak

007  Spotted White

018  Spotted Blue

015  Red Belly

013  Holo Bleak

062  Firetiger

022  Mirror Pink

022  Mirror Pink

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

001  Holo Ayu

012  Red Head Zebra

006  Mirror Blue

006  Mirror Blue

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A group of 8 and 10 cm lures. Both shallowly 
descending models are perfectly suited for 
pikes at lazy streams of rivers. The wobbler 
will present its advantages during a walk 
along the riprap by luring of feeding asp.

SPM 100 S 324 007 xxx 100 11,0 25 0,8-1,5 10-20 sinking 004, 006, 013, 015, 022
SPM 80 F 324 006 xxx 80 5,5 15 0,6-1,2 6-15 floating 004, 006, 013, 015, 022

A micro wobbler strikingly reminiscent of 
a smelt or a little bleak. The real killer of all 
freshwater predators. During tests in rivers 
predators literally became furious at the sight 
of the lure. We guarantee that after the first 
trip you will not go into the water without it 
again.

SLM 40 S 324 010 xxx 40 2 15 0,5-1,2 4-6 sinking 004, 006, 007, 013, 022

It’s a lure for those who like to fish using the 
trolling method. The large bill and weight al-
low it to go down to great depths without the 
need for additional ballast. It will also perform 
well during classic fishing in deep fisheries.

DM 160 F 324 018 xxx 160 60 35 4,0-6,0 20-40 floating 001, 012, 015, 018, 062
DM 140 F 323 081 xxx 140 42 30 2,0-5,0 20-40 floating 012
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PM PULSe 
MINNoW

CC CrUCIAN 
CrANK

FC FLAt CrANK

TC trICKY
CrANK

008  Holo Gold 015  Red Belly 018  Spotted Blue001  Holo Ayu

004  Golden Nugget

053  Bleeding Roach047  Holo Rudd

015  Red Belly

054  Darth Crucian

004  Golden Nugget

048  Holo Bream

018  Spotted Blue

062  Firetiger

063  Micro Green

014  Perch

052  Holo Tench

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Slim and sinking lure of serpentine action 
good for fishing predators at riprap. Zan-
ders, pikes, perches and asps shared our 
opinion. Very good and maintained perfor-
mance in a river stream without tripping in 
the river current.

PM 70 S 323 011 xxx 70 6 20 0,2-1,9 8-15 sinking 001, 008, 015, 018

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This wobbler was specifically designed 
for pike fishing. The interesting action 
and colours chosen by our testers allows 
us to present you with great bait which 
will surprise both you and an impressive 
pike.

CC 90 S 323 051 xxx 90 16,5 30 0,2-1,2 10-20 sinking 004, 015, 018

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

FC 90 F 324 027 xxx 90 26,0 35 2,0-3,5 15-40 floating 014, 047, 048, 052, 053, 054, 062
FC 70 F 324 026 xxx 70 12,0 25 0,5-1,9 10-20 floating 014, 047, 048, 052, 053, 054, 062

Its body shape and action are the features 
which imitate small crucian carps most 
accurately. This lure simply catches fish –
whether it’s at monotonous retrieving or ani-
mating the bait by fishermen.

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

The shallowly descending version of an ex-
cellent wobbler enabling to fish the shallow 
and overflown spur ends and flooded mead-
ows. It will perform well at river reefs during 
the luring of asps as they attack the baitfish. 
The irregular retrive greatly increases the 
number of bites.

TC 32 F 324 033 xxx 32 2,0 15 0,4-1,2 4-6 floating 004, 063
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BLC

BC

SCK SNAPPY
CrANK

BULL 
CrANK

BeetLe 
CrANK

MM MINI 
MINNoW

015  Red Belly

014  Perch

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

001  Holo Ayu

058  Holo Perch

047  Holo Rudd

058  Holo Perch

011  Black Hole

062  Firetiger

054  Darth Crucian

001  Holo Ayu

062  Firetiger

018  Spotted Blue015  Red Belly

018  Spotted Blue

015  Red Belly

008  Holo Gold

WOBBlERS

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A jointed lure with strong action, well-provok-
ing most freshwater predators. Performs well 
in places where slower retrieving of a lure is 
required.

BLC 60 F 323 021 xxx 60 13,5 30 0,5-1,8 10-20 floating 004, 058, 062

This barrel presented itself well to many fish 
during tests. It was successfully attacked by 
pikes, perches and large chubs. The lure’s 
compact size and proper weight lets you cast 
for long distances.

BC 45 F 323 041 xxx 45 6,5 20 0,1-0,5 6-15 floating 004, 015, 018, 058, 062

The puffy body and strong action as well as 
the durable treble hooks are the basic advan-
tages of this wobbler. There are six, carefully 
selected colours to choose from, which per-
fectly lure predators. It holds to water without 
tripping even in a very strong current due to 
the special lip and 
shape of the body.

SCK 52 F 324 046 xxx 52 8 20 1,2-2,0 6-12 floating 001, 004, 014, 015, 047, 054

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

This mini lure was designed for fishing cau-
tious fish. It’s a very good lure for chubs and 
ides but viciously attacked by large perches 
as well. Our testers highly rated this model. 
Give it a try – you will not regret.

MM 25 S 323 071 xxx 25 2,5 15 0,2-1,2 4-6 sinking 001, 004, 008, 011, 015, 018
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FB FroG 
BAIt

FCK

FDR

FAt CrANK

FAt CrANK
dr

008  Holo Gold

014  Perch

004  Golden Nugget

004  Golden Nugget

052  Holo Tench

062  Firetiger

038  Yello Belly Frog

001  Holo Ayu

001  Holo Ayu

015  Red Belly

047  Holo Rudd

035  Green Frog

014  Perch

015  Red Belly

034  Lime Frog

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

You have probably seen a pike’s attack on 
a helpless frog swimming among the water 
lilies. The 8-gram “Frog Bait” is an offer for 
such predators which attack more out of the 
curiosity than hunger. Frog Bite led slowly 
and in small pulls in many circumstances will 
be definitely more effective than a popper.

FB 55 F 324 023 xxx 55 8,0 20 0,2-0,5 8-15 floating 034, 035, 038

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

A great wobbler, recommended for clas-
sical spinning and hand trolling. It easily 
lures pikes, catfish, perches and over-
grown zanders. The wobbler’s strong ac-
tion is well felt at the rod and enhances 
the recognition of bites.

This model descends deeply and allow for 
easy fishing in river troughs or lake bottoms. 
It’s effective anywhere we expect a large fish 
in deep water. The clear and strong perfor-
mance lures predators easily even from long 
distance.

FCK 65 F 324 043 xxx 65 14 20 1,5-3,0 10-20 floating 001, 004, 008, 014, 015, 052

FDR 80 F 324 042 xxx 80 20 25 2,0-3,5 20-40 floating 001, 004, 014, 015, 047, 062

WOBBlERS
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troUt 
SPooN

tWISt
tAIL

hoLLoW
FroG

Brownie    339 000 002

Spotted Tiger    339 000 001

Pumpkin    339 000 003

001 002

004

003

005

Black Back

Hot Perch

Blue Back

Mirror Ayu

Fire Tiger

Art. noModel Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cast range
(m)

Depth
(m)

Line strength
(Lbs) Type Colour

Art. no ColourModel Weight
(g)

black 381 001 001 5 001
black 381 002 001 8 001

Art. no

Art. no

Colour

Colour

Model

Model

Weight
(g)

Weight
(g)

blue 381 001 002 5 002
blue 381 002 002 8 002

Art. no

Art. no

Colour

Colour

Model

Model

Weight
(g)

Weight
(g)

fire tiger 381 001 003 5 003
fire tiger 381 002 003 8 003

They say: leave well alone. People, basicaly, love to say such claptrap. Times are changing, nobody now is using monochromatic 
TVs, steam powered trains aren’t running along the rails. Old and rusted schemes are being replaced by fresh, new ideas. This 
affects fishing too, of course. Everybody want to catch bigger fish, and catch them more often.  We take a closer look to a classic, 
inline spinner. Twist Tail is a natural step of spinner blade evolution. We have solved few problems which are common among 
spinners, and add a few improvements much wanted by modern anglers. Twist Tail doesn’t twist line, casts further, and works 
simply amazing when it’s falling free. Those features make it catchy as hell!

Spoons became one of most often used artificial lures when it comes to catch rainbow trout. Correct shape, weight and size of this lure is the effect of experience and knowledge 
of our pro staff. We have invested a lots of effort to make this Trout Spoon basically an ultimate trout magnet. To be honest, not only trouts love this lure. Very often catches 
were chubs, ides and decent sized perches. Top quality Kamatsu split rings and hook, as well as 8 selected colors fulfill the rest, making our spoons efficient in any conditions.

A special task lure. It is perfect for those places where it is impossible to fish even with an snag-free or offset lure. Submerged, underwater grass beds or reeds are virtually 
always a place of residence for predators. Hollow Frog retrieved with a small, "froggy" movements on the water surface, can effectively provoke pike, perch, or river trout and 
chub to strike. However, if the frog is to be used in open, clean water, we have provided it with a fixed eye to add the stinger to increase its hook up ratio.

349 001 001

front: fluo orange, 
silver glitter,
back: silver

349 001 002

front: fluo yellow, 
black glitter,
back: silver

349 001 003

front: fluo red, 
silver glitter,
back: silver

349 001 004

front: pink silver
silver glitter,
back: silver

349 001 005

front: fluo green, 
back: yellow

349 001 006

front: mirror,
back: matt 
black

349 001 007

front: black & 
fuchsia,
back: pearl white

349 001 008

front: shiny blue,
red glitter,
back: silver

3 g

Recommended by Dariusz Zgnilec
TEAM KONGER

HOLLOW FROG 339 000 xxx 55 14 20 TW 8-20 floating 001, 002, 003

perch 381 001 004 5 004
perch 381 002 004 8 004

natural fish 381 001 005 5 005
natural fish 381 002 005 8 005

lURES
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Display board
720 420 300 mm
Art. no 997 004 006

ADVERTISInG ITEMS

Jig Heads t-shirt
 size S   Art. no 975 025 000
 size M   Art. no 975 025 001
 size L   Art. no 975 025 002
 size XL   Art. no 975 025 003
 size XXL   Art. no 975 025 004
 size XXXL   Art. no 975 025 005

Gyotaku t-shirt
 size S   Art. no 975 026 000
 size M   Art. no 975 026 001
 size L   Art. no 975 026 002
 size XL   Art. no 975 026 003
 size XXL   Art. no 975 026 004
 size XXXL   Art. no 975 026 005

Neck tube Jig Heads
Art. no 978 000 008

Neck tube Gyotaku
Art. no 978 000 011

Polarised glasses No.1 darkening
Art. no: 965 011 002

Polarised glasses No.4 lightning
Art. no: 965 011 007

Polarised glasses No.2 darkening
Art. no: 965 011 004

Polarised glasses No.5 darkening
Art. no: 965 011 010

Practical case with a wipe cloth 
and a floating leash included 
with every glasses.

Magnet clip blue
1 pcs     
Art. no 960 001 098

Cap No 1
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 031
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 039
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 040

Cap No 3
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 033
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 043
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 044

Cap No 5
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 035
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 047
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 048

Cap No 2
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 032
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 041
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 042

Cap No 4
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 034
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 045
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 046

Cap No 6
 size 58   Art. no 978 800 036
 size 60   Art. no 978 800 037
 size 62   Art. no 978 800 038

Kamatsu accessories stand
18166,542,5 cm   
Art. no 997 004 011




